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Web accessibility is becoming more and more important as societies around the world
rely more and more on digital services. It enables the services to be used by many differ-
ent kinds of users. It is starting to become a norm in public sector organisations, which
sets up expectations and demands for web applications. When you have an existing edu-
cational web application like Sanako Connect, how do you go about implementing web
accessibility into it?
That topic is explored through four research questions. First, as different countries and
regions have regulations regarding web accessibility, and there are different web accessi-
bility guidelines, what accessibility guidelines should be followed? Secondly, how those
guidelines could be transformed into more concrete requirements?
The research questions become more practical from here on out. The third research ques-
tion asks how to modify the development process so that accessibility will be thought of
in future development and revisions of the software. This is vital because the application
is in a constant flux of new features and refactoring, which means that web accessibility
should be an integral part of development.
The final question is, what are the challenges and solutions when implementing the re-
quirements to an existing application.
Background into web applications and web accessibility is provided to find answers to the
first two questions. The last two questions are explored through the starting phases of a
web accessibility implementation project. The implementation project will also validate
answers for the first two questions, as the guidelines and requirements will guide the
development process and implementation.
Even though the implementation details are unique to this one product, the challenges and
solutions are general enough that they support previously discussed approaches to web
accessibility. The most important takeaway is that there rarely are valid arguments for
not including web accessibility into new projects from the start. Including it afterwards
is always the harder path to take.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Sanako Connect is a language learning platform for schools and universities, developed

by software vendor Sanako. It enables the teacher to run classes - divide the class into

groups, assign and collect exercises, and speak with the whole class or individual groups

or students. The students can do exercises, which primarily consist of reading or listening

to something and recording yourself. When assigned to a group, the student can also

speak with other group members.

Sanako Connect is a modern web application that runs in the browser. It can be used

in computers and mobile devices, allowing the students to use their own devices and the

teacher to run the class remotely or as a combination of present and remote students.

As the customers are primarily from public sector organisations around the world,

there are different web accessibility requirements the application should fulfil. Broadly

speaking, web accessibility means making an application usable to as large a group as

possible. Making sure the application can be used through alternative input methods

like mouse and keyboard, ensuring the application works with assistive technologies like

screen readers and paying attention to design with contrast and colours are all part of this.

Several countries have legislation on the subject. Often the legislation is connected to

the guidelines and criteria maintained by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), which

handles the standards related to the World Wide Web.
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Figure 1.1: Sanako Connect’s teacher application

As Sanako Connect is a normal, although complex, web application that ultimately

consists of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, in a perfect world there is nothing that prevents

implementing best practices on web accessibility. In practice, this is not as simple. Ac-

cessibility was not discussed much at the inception of the project and is not part of the

development process. Taking it into account when the product is already released re-

quires resources and could require big alterations. New features are developed at a fast

pace, and the software is modified constantly, which means that accessibility should be a

part of the development process and not a one-off thing that could be implemented and

then forgotten.

Apart from ethical considerations - that software, especially educational software,

should be available to as large a group of users as possible - other factors support including

accessibility.

First, there are the aforementioned laws and regulations. Sanako Connect is sold glob-

ally through a reseller network and is mostly targeted towards public sector organisations,

which in some cases are subject to accessibility requirements. Looking at each country’s
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Figure 1.2: Sanako Connect’s student application

legislation separately is not feasible, which is why guidelines like W3C’s Web Content

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [1] are important and something that could serve as the

basis for web accessibility implementation.

Secondly, often web accessibility aligns with good, universal design in general. Fol-

lowing the guidelines on navigation and HTML markup, for example, would strengthen

the usability of the application for everyone.

Thirdly, all the previous reasons contribute to the sales aspect. Fulfiling the criteria

could be a deciding factor in some tenders. Moreover, although a good user interface is

not a formal requirement anywhere, making the application more user-friendly is never

a bad thing. Simply knowing the state of web accessibility in the application could be

used as an argument in sales and marketing, and would allow Sanako personnel to answer

questions on it.

However, even when there is a case for web accessibility and guidelines that can be

followed, there are still complicating factors. For example, Connect uses several third-
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party user interface components. If they do not fulfil the criteria, replacing them is not

always straightforward. Connect also relies heavily on real-time and recorded audio.

Although WCAG discusses audio, some of the use cases are so complex that it is not

clear how their criteria could be fulfiled. These use cases will be described in Chapter 4.

This thesis tries to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: What accessibility guidelines a globally sold educational software like Sanako Con-

nect should follow?

RQ2: How can the accessibility guidelines be transformed into more concrete require-

ments?

RQ3: How to modify the development process so that accessibility will be thought of in

future development and revisions of the software?

RQ4: What are the challenges and solutions when implementing the requirements to an

existing application?

Chapter 1 is a general introduction to the main problem and motivation for this thesis.

Chapter 2 discusses web applications, starting from the basic elements of HTML,

CSS, and JavaScript. Those are important for understanding web accessibility, which

is why their history is also briefly explained. After that, the focus is on the features of

modern web applications and development processes.

Chapter 3 focuses on web accessibility. After a historical overview, regulations on dif-

ferent regions are discussed. W3C guidelines such as Web Content Accessibility Guide-

lines and Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines are described, along with Web Acces-

sibility Initiative – Accessible Rich Internet Applications, W3C’s technical specification

on accessibility.

Chapter 4 offers a walkthrough of how Sanako Connect works.

Chapter 5 is about what accessibility guidelines should be followed, and Chapter 6

focuses on the development process and actual implementation.
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Chapter 7 discusses the answers and implications of the research questions, and Chap-

ter 8 concludes the thesis.

.



Chapter 2

Web application architecture and

development

Over the past three decades, simple and static web pages have morphed into complex

and dynamic web applications, and browsers have become an important platform in it-

self. During the same time period, software development practices have changed also.

Understanding web accessibility requires understanding how the web and developing for

the web works. This chapter aims to do that.

2.1 Web foundations

This section will go through fundamental technologies that the Web is built upon. The

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is related to those technologies and web accessi-

bility, so its role is also explained. Finally, this section covers the browser, which is the

platform for web apps.
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2.1.1 Role of World Wide Web Consortium

When talking about Web technologies and standards, the World Wide Web Consortium

comes up time and again. It is the main international standards organisation for the infor-

mation system known as the World Wide Web (WWW), founded in 1994 and led by Tim

Berners-Lee during its whole existence. Berners-Lee proposed the WWW back in 1989

when he was a researcher at European organisation for Nuclear Research (commonly

known as CERN, Conseil européen pour la recherche nucléaire).

In addition to writing the first web browser, server, and page[2], he wrote the first three

specifications for Web technologies. Those specifications were for Uniform Resource

Locator (URL), HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and HyperText Markup Language

(HTML)[3]. URL specifies how to reference a resource on a network. An example of

an URL would be https://utu.fi. HTTP specifies a protocol on transmitting and retrieving

those resources. Think of a browser loading a web page of the previous example. Finally,

HTML specifies the structure of a single web page. HTML will be more thoroughly

explained in Section 2.1.2.

The first web page ever is still available1, although that page is a recreation of the

1992 version of the page. It was the earliest version CERN could find when putting the

page back online[4].

That page is written on what is now retroactively called HTML 1.0, and modern

browsers can load this 28-year-old web page just fine. For a long time, W3C oversaw

new versions of HTML, before transferring that responsibility to Web Hypertext Applica-

tion Technology Working Group (WHATWG) that operates outside W3C and consists of

browser vendors like Mozilla, Apple, and Opera. W3C and WHATWG had been publish-

ing competing standards for years. Originally WHATWG was formed when W3C was

not seemingly interested in adding new features to HTML at a constant pace[5].

Apart from HTML, W3C maintains dozens of drafts and standards. Among these

1http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html
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is another essential Web technology, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). They also maintain

Web Accessibility Initiative – Accessible Rich Internet Applications (WAI-ARIA), a tech-

nical specification meant for improving the accessibility of web pages, and Web Content

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG). Those will be explained in Chapter 3.

2.1.2 Web page foundations

Although recent years have introduced web development tools and abstractions built on

top of the HTML, CSS, and JavaScript languages, in the end, what the browser takes in for

rendering web pages and applications is still those three languages. The fourth language

to natively run in the browser is WebAssembly, which was made into an official standard

2019[6]. Although its use cases in performance-requiring applications are important, it is

not nearly as common as the three other languages. No matter what specific technologies

or frameworks a developer is using, knowing those three are foundational skills.

HTML

HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language, and it is used to mark the structure of a

web page. An HTML document consists of nested elements that define the structure of

the page.

Figure 2.1: Anatomy of an HTML Element. From https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Glossary/HTML

The element consists of an opening and closing tag. Tags can be extended with

attributes, which provide information to the browser as to how it should interpret the
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element[7]. Besides text, HTML can include other types of content as well, such as links,

images, audio, and video content.

An HTML file can also have references to other assets the browser should fetch and

process, like CSS and JavaScript files.

There are many ways to achieve the same outlook with different HTML structures and

elements. Along the years HTML has gotten support for different semantic elements that

have an intended purpose, like using a <button>element for buttons or putting the main

content of the page inside a <main>element. That is called semantic HTML. However,

nothing prevents using a different element as a button and maybe using JavaScript for its

functionality. For the basic user, the outcome is the same, but this could mean that for

those using alternative input or navigation methods cannot interact with the element.

CSS

CSS is short for Cascading Style Sheets. Whereas HTML is used for structure, CSS is

used for presentation. CSS rules tell the browser how to display a certain element or a

certain kind of element. This separation of structure and layout means that it is possible

to alter how the same HTML document looks like by just modifying the associated CSS

rules.

CSS rules consist of selectors and properties. Selectors are used to select what ele-

ments the following properties should be used for. The properties then will dictate how

the browser should display that element.

In the early days of the Web, there was no way to alter how HTML documents looked.

During 1994 and 1995 there were competing proposals on how to style HTML. CSS had

one distinguishing feature: “It took into account that on the Web, the style of a document

couldn’t be designed by either the author or the reader on their own, but that their wishes

had to be combined, or cascaded, in some way; and, in fact, not just the reader’s and the

author’s wishes, but also the capabilities of the display device and the browser.”[8]
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Figure 2.2: On the left: a simple HTML document with two inline CSS rules. The lower

HTML tag ‘p’ has an attribute ‘class’ with the value of ‘emphasised’. The corresponding

CSS rule has a selector that matches all p elements with the class ‘emphasised’. On the

right: how the browser displays the page.

JavaScript

The third cornerstone of the Web is JavaScript. With HTML giving the structure and

CSS providing the looks, JavaScript is used for interactivity and all kinds of functionality

in web pages. Unlike the name says, it does not have anything to do with Java, the

programming language[9]. The official standard is called ECMAScript. JavaScript started

in 1995 as a scripting language for browsers.

Declaring something as the most popular is often an ambiguous statement. However,

on GitHub, the world’s largest source code host, JavaScript has been the most popular

language at least for the past five years[10]. Although developed for the browser, nowa-

days, JavaScript can also be used in a variety of environments. A popular environment for

running JavaScript on the server and elsewhere is called Node.js. It is built on Google’s
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V8 JavaScript engine, which is also used in Google’s Chrome browser.

When used inside a browser, what can be done with JavaScript depends on what fea-

tures and interfaces the browser exposes for JavaScript.

It is possible to manipulate HTML and CSS in the browser with one of those inter-

faces. This happens through an API called Document Object Model (DOM). It creates a

tree-like structure of the HTML which can be navigated and elements and content added,

modified, and deleted[11].

Among other things, JavaScript has popularised a technique in web development

where only parts of the web page (or just data) can be reloaded instead of the whole page.

Before that, any action the user took, like clicking a link, would mean reloading a new

HTML page from the server. With a set of technologies called Asynchronous JavaScript

and XML (AJAX), data can be fetched from the server without needing to reload the page

itself[12]. As discussed in Chapter 2.2, this is essential for modern-day web applications.

This is also relevant for web accessibility since the page user has loaded can change on

its own without user interaction.

2.1.3 Role of the browser

For the average user, the browser is the way to access the Web. It brings the aforemen-

tioned three first Web specifications together. It is used to fetch resources located at a

certain URL. It does this through HTTP. Furthermore, what it fetches are most likely

HTML, CSS, and JavaScript files, which it then handles to display a web page for the

user.

During the 30 years since Berners-Lee created the first browser, browsers have become

vastly more capable, adding new features and APIs that developers can use for a myriad

of purposes. This has made it possible to built powerful and complex applications that

run in the browser. Mobile devices with their browsers have appeared next to desktop

computers and laptops.
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Today, browsers compete against each other with aspects like speed, privacy, and

security. Currently, Google Chrome is dominating with its 63% global market share. Far

behind on the second place is Apple’s Safari with 18%[13].

Even though there are bodies for standards, as mentioned in the previous section,

browser vendors can still implement those standards in different ways, leave something

unimplemented, or develop something on their own. Differing implementations make it

harder to develop a feature, and in some cases, all features just cannot be supported in all

browsers. An example of this is discussed in Section 4.2.2.

Often the user can use another browser - if they want to take up that effort. Sometimes

there are restrictions for doing that, like organisation IT or security policies. Sometimes

it is the devices themselves. For example, Apple enforces browser vendors to use Sa-

fari’s rendering and JavaScript engine on iOS and iPadOS[14],. This means that on those

platforms, the user is locked to the features Safari has implemented.

2.2 Modern web applications

Whereas the previous section went through the basics of web and web development, this

section will focus on the current state of web app development. Common practises and

categories of tools are discussed first. After that, as the term ‘web development’ encom-

passes an enormous field, the focus will be on concepts more relevant to web accessibil-

ity. Single-page applications, front-end frameworks, and functionality on mobile are gone

through in more detail.

2.2.1 Development tools

As the browser has no difficulty opening a web page coded almost 30 years ago, it is

perfectly possible to create web pages today with the same method as 30 years ago. All

that one needs is a text editor to edit and save HTML.
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In practice, there are so many things to consider when developing for the web today

that specialised tools are used in every aspect of work.

Package Managers

Package manager is a tool for importing third-party software into your project and for

maintaining external dependencies. One of the most common package managers in web

development projects is npm, which is the default package manager of Node.js. Not only a

package manager, it is also a repository of public and private packages. The npm registry

is the largest package registry in the world[15]. Once a package is available in npm’s

registry, it is possible to add it to your project by using npm’s command-line tool.

This makes adding external code easy, as dependencies associated with a project can

be automatically installed and updated. There is a good chance that an open-source pack-

age exists for required functionality in your project, speeding up development as you do

not have to re-invent the wheel. This can be some JavaScript function you need, or a

user interface component. The downside is that apart from possible security issues - the

package itself can be malicious, or have its own dependencies which might have vulner-

abilities - there is no guarantee on the quality of the code in the package. If you need a

dropdown menu component, for example, it might or might not fulfil web accessibility

standards.

Build and automation tools

Generally speaking, build tools are used to transform and concatenate the code you write

and optimise it for the web environment. Like stated in Section 2.1.2, it is HTML, CSS,

and JavaScript that the browser uses to construct the web page. But it is possible to

write web applications without directly using them. For example, SASS (Syntactically

Awesome Style Sheets) is a CSS extension language that has features CSS does not have.

A developer could use the features that help them with their work and write SASS instead
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of CSS, and then use a build tool to compile that SASS code into CSS code.

With JavaScript, it is, for example, possible to use a superset language of JavaScript

like TypeScript and then compile that into JavasScript for the browser. As the support for

JavaScript features also differs between browsers, it is possible to write your code with

the latest standard, and then use a transpiler (source-to-source translator) like Babel that

produces code that older browsers can run.

These tasks would be impossible without automation. Build tools can also be used to

run other kinds of tasks - testing and formatting the code, for example. Module bundlers

are also commonly used with JavaScript. They can take your code and its dependencies

and output a single JavaScript file.

Browser developer tools

The browser itself is also an important web development tool. Since web developers

are developing pages and apps for the browser, it is understandable that the result will

be viewed on the browser. Nevertheless, apart from that self-evident use, browsers to-

day include a variety of development tools, and can also be extended to incorporate new

functionality.

Viewing the source code of any HTML page is possible on any browser, but develop-

ment tools also help with viewing what the browser has rendered. As will be discussed in

Section 2.2.2, these can be two very different things.

2.2.2 Single-page applications

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, JavaScript popularised a technique for loading parts of

the web page from the server instead of loading the whole page. The traditional way of

requesting a whole HTML page from the server on each user interaction is the basis of a

multi-page application (MPA). This means that any data processing is done on the server,

an HTML page is created, and this page is then served to the browser during an HTTP
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Figure 2.3: Chrome developer tools. The information is related to the currently open web

page.

request. All that is left for the browser is to render the HTML given by the server.

Single-page applications (SPA), on the other hand, run in the browser. The initial

HTTP request serves an HTML page, which could otherwise be empty but contains refer-

ences to the necessary JavaScript and CSS pages. JavaScript then takes over, dynamically

rendering the HTML for the application and handling all application logic. User interac-

tions like mouse clicks are handled in the web app inside the browser. They could result

in HTTP requests for fetching new data, but the page itself is not reloaded at any point.

2.2.3 Front-end frameworks

The concepts discussed in the two previous sections collide with front-end frameworks,

which emerged during the 2010s as a way to build web applications[16]. Single-page

applications and the possibility to easily bring in third-party components into your project

are a few enabling factors for them.
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A framework in software development is a ready-made set of tools that provides a way

to build applications or parts of them. Front-end refers to the client, which in this case

is the browser. So a front-end framework provides a way to build web applications with

JavaScript. Although building a web application is possible without any external packages

or frameworks, front-end frameworks provide solutions for many repetitive tasks and offer

abstractions over lower-level code.

What any single front-end framework covers depends on the framework, but this could

mean things like data and state management and DOM manipulation. Usually, the frame-

works can also be extended.

When working with a front-end framework, it is possible to build a whole application

without directly writing any HTML or CSS code. React, developed inside Facebook and

released as open-source, is currently the most popular front-end framework[17][18].

When writing user interface components with React, instead of HTML the user inter-

faces are described with JavaScript or more commonly with JSX, a syntax extension to

JavaScript[19]. The result will then be modular and nested React components which in

the browser will be translated into the DOM. Moreover, although normal CSS files can be

used without problems, there are several solutions for writing CSS with JavaScript[20].

As React components can be easily distributed as libraries through npm, this means

it is possible to use 3rd party code in your project without knowing anything about the

actual HTML markup the library outputs.

An annual accessibility analysis by WebAIM found interesting correlations between

front-end frameworks and problems with accessibility. The analysis examines one million

home pages. In the 2020 edition, pages using React had 5.7% higher error percentage than

the average page [21]. This does not mean that the framework itself causes these errors, as

there is nothing intrinsic about React that prevents web accessibility. One possible reason

could be React’s popularity coupled with the aforementioned abstraction of HTML and

use of 3rd party libraries.
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2.2.4 Functionality on mobile devices

From the perspective of the web, the last two decades can be seen as the slow rise of

mobile devices. During this time, devices, standards, and connection speeds have all

evolved. Limited by restrictions like small screen size and lack of common standards,

there have been different approaches for bringing the web to mobile devices.

One of the early approaches was Wireless Application Protocol (WAP), a standard

introduced in 1999 that made it possible for dedicated browsers on mobile phones to ac-

cess WAP sites. These sites needed to be coded with Wireless Markup Language (WML)

instead of HTML, which meant that the WAP sites needed to be designed separately from

normal HTML web sites.

The situation is different now. Globally almost 52% of internet traffic comes from

mobile devices[22].

Two platforms dominate the market, Google’s Android and Apple’s iOS (and its tablet

variant iPadOS). Screen sizes and resolutions have increased, as have connection speeds.

Touch screens become common with the iPhone in 2007. Web standards like HTML,

CSS, and JavaScript can be used to build web sites that display differently on mobile and

desktop, and mobile browsers are capable of practically the same things as their desktop

equivalents.

Mobile-first design

Although the same web page can be displayed on the desktop and mobile browser, the

page still requires some work from the developer so it can work just as well on a small

phone and a huge monitor, and also that it can be used effortlessly with a touch screen in-

stead of a mouse. Responsive and adaptive web design are methods for making it possible.

The terms are related but slightly different. Responsive design means that the available

browser width and height determine how the page will look, and resizing the page will

make the content re-adjust itself dynamically. With adaptive design, several pre-made
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layouts are displayed within a certain width/height range.

Progressive enhancement and graceful degradation are design philosophies that are

also related closely to web page functionality on mobile and older browser. With pro-

gressive enhancement, the standard functionality of the site is brought to as many users as

possible. Then, this baseline experience is enhanced for those users with the most modern

and powerful browsers. Graceful degradation starts from these most modern browsers and

provides fallbacks and the essential content for users with older browsers[23].

Mobile-first is a strategy related to progressive enhancement. According to mobile-

first, the design should start with the mobile and then be expanded to work on other

environments like the desktop also.

Progressive Web Apps

Both iOS and Android have their native applications that are distributed through the plat-

form vendors’ distribution systems, the application stores. Native applications have access

to all the platform APIs and UI components.

Web applications, on the other hand, are always at the mercy of what the browser

supports. The situation has gotten better during the last years, as the preceding paragraphs

tell.

In some case, web apps can rival native apps in functionality and speed. Progressive

Web Apps (PWA) are a category of web apps that can be installed on some platforms when

they fulfil certain criteria, like being served over HTTPS (HyperText Transfer Protocol

Secure, encrypted version of HTTP) and working offline. On mobile devices, this means

that a PWA can be installed to provide a more native-like experience. Once the PWA is

installed, it gets its own icon on the device, and once launched through the icon, the PWA

launches in full-screen mode without the normal browser interface elements.

Since the same PWA works on both iOS and Android and the desktop, they have in

some cases replaced the need to develop native applications. Another possible benefit is
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that by using them, the application store can be bypassed.

There are several business cases where using a PWA has proven to be a better option

than a native app or a regular web app. Twitter started serving a PWA to all its mobile

users in April 2017, with the result that data usage was reduced and user engagement

increased[24].



Chapter 3

Web accessibility

This chapter goes through the what, why, and how of web accessibility. It starts with

‘what’, going through accessibility in general before narrowing down to web accessibility.

The ‘why’ consists of going through relevant legislation and reasons outside of legislation

to take web accessibility into account. The ‘how’ is about the most important guidelines

and implementing them.

3.1 Accessibility

Accessibility means ensuring people with different kinds of disabilities can live their lives

just as well as anyone else. There hardly is any aspect of life or society that could not be

thought from this perspective.

The history of accessibility consists of different attitudes towards disabilities, disabil-

ity rights movements, their efforts becoming legislation and policies, and, inseparably,

technology, that both causes and solves accessibility issues.

One definition of accessibility is found from the United Nations’ Convention on the

Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). It is a treaty signed in 2007 and “intended

to protect the rights and dignity of people with disabilities”. Accessibility is one of the

guiding principles of the Convention. Article 9 begins:
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“To enable persons with disabilities to live independently and participate fully in all

aspects of life, States Parties shall take appropriate measures to ensure to persons with

disabilities access, on an equal basis with others, to the physical environment, to trans-

portation, to information and communications, including information and communica-

tions technologies and systems, and to other facilities and services open or provided to

the public, both in urban and in rural areas.”[25]

Several countries and regions have legislation on accessibility based on CRPD. This

will be discussed more in Section 3.4.

3.1.1 Assistive and adaptive technologies

Assistive technology is an umbrella term for all kinds of assistive products and services

that maintain or improve their users’ functioning and independence. Examples of assis-

tive products are hearing aids and wheelchairs[26]. Adaptive technology is a subcategory

of assistive technology. It refers to technology specifically designed for people with dis-

abilities. In contrast, assistive technology can be anything that improves the life of its

user, whether off-the-shelf or custom-made[27].

The line between “normal” and assistive technology is unclear. As Hendren argues in

an interview by Rosen (2013), what technology would not be assistive?[28] She further

points out that assistive technologies are often borne out of medical aids, and their users

are commonly seen as medical cases instead of people with expanded needs. She argues

that this means that assistive technologies are often left outside of design attention.

She illustrates this point with eyeglasses, which have crossed the line of being merely

a medical aid and become a fashion accessory. As the writer of this thesis could not write

or even see anything without wearing glasses, it is hard to argue against her point about

the blurry line between normal and assistive technology.
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3.1.2 Universal design

The previous section discussed seeing assistive technology as a purely medical aid. The

broader implication is the view that accessibility is something extraneous. Although not

specifically related to assistive technology, universal design takes the opposite stance.

According to universal design principles, things should be designed to be accessible to

all people, at the same time thinking about the design and aesthetic values. Considering

diverse needs and abilities is not a special requirement. Instead, it is good design that

everyone benefits from[29].

Universal design has sprung from architecture, from the accessibility of homes and

other buildings, but has since transformed into a broader social movement. It has been

applied to education as well. Universal design for learning takes into account the diverse

backgrounds and ability levels of the students with schools, classrooms, and curriculums

that provide resources for all students. This means making the physical environment as

well as information technologies accessible[30].

3.2 What is web accessibility

The web itself is barely 30 years old, and the concept of web accessibility is a few years

younger than that. It can be seen as a subcategory of computer accessibility, which means

lowering the barriers of computer use in general. Computer accessibility was studied and

thought of at least already in the 1980s, like in a study from 1984 that analysed problems

that disabled people faced with personal computer hardware and software[31].

Instead of computers in general, web accessibility deals specifically with the ability

to access and interact with web pages regardless of disabilities and impairments. This is

achievable if the website’s technical implementation is flawless, the user interface is easy

and intuitive, and the content is clear and easy to understand.[32] This means support

from websites and web developers, browser vendors, and makers of assistive technologies
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is required. It should be noted that technical details are only one part of the equation.

Internet is practically ubiquitous today and still becoming more important to every-

one, as measures caused by 2020’s corona pandemic have shown. Remote work, remote

school, and remote everything is not for everyone if the services are not accessible by

everyone. This will be discussed more in Section 3.3.

3.2.1 History of web accessibility

“The emergence of the World Wide Web has made it possible for individuals with appro-

priate computer and telecommunications equipment to interact as never before. It presents

new challenges and new hopes to people with disabilities. As part of its commitment to

realise the full potential of the Web, the Consortium has been promoting a high degree

of usability for disabled people, by following the development and encourage an ongoing

discussion in the area.”

- Excerpt from W3C Newsletter, September 1996, written by Tim Berners-Lee[33]

Like with so many things associated with the web, the history of web accessibility is

very much related to W3C. As early as 1994, in the Second International Conference on

the World Wide Web, Tim Berners-Lee wrote notes on accessibility. A few years later

- after the newsletter above - a decision was made to set up a stand-alone initiative on

accessibility inside W3C.[34].

In 1997, several actions happened. The aforementioned initiative, Web Accessibility

Initiative (WAI), was launched. HTML4.0, the first version of HTML to specifically

mention accessibility, was released. And a bill was proposed in the United States to update

1986’s ineffective Section 508 Amendment, which was legislation related to electronic

and information technologies.[34]

Following trajectories from those three actions, we can track the progress of crucial

web accessibility elements from those early days to this moment: guidelines, HTML
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markup, and legislation. HTML has already been described in Section 2.1.2. Guidelines

and legislation will be handled later in this chapter.

3.2.2 Disabilities, assistive technologies, and adaptive strategies

Web accessibility encompasses every disability that can affect access to the web. This

includes but is not limited to auditory, cognitive, neurological, physical, speech, and vi-

sual disabilities. A typical example of implementing web accessibility is thinking about

how blind people could use the site in question. Although they are an important group,

they are just a small portion of people who can be helped by web accessibility, and a small

portion of people with visual disabilities. Statistically, around 20% of the population need

web accessibility in one form or another. The biggest single group benefiting from it are

people with cognitive disabilities[35].

However, it is also important to remember that web accessibility benefits everyone, for

example, people with temporary disabilities such as a broken arm or situational limitations

like bright sunlight[36]. This aligns web accessibility with universal design mentioned in

Section 3.1.2 - it is something everyone benefits from.

This is an important point to keep in mind when implementing web accessibility:

that the ultimate goal is to help people use the web and not to check off items from

guideline checklists. Although there is correspondence between certain disabilities and

accessibility features and assistive technologies, everyone - not just disabled people -

uses the web in their own way, and the designer or developer cannot know that. Some

use assistive technologies, which means using specialised hardware and software, like a

screen reader. Some use adaptive strategies, techniques that are possible by adjusting the

operating system or browser settings.

The following descriptions of disabilities list common barriers of use, accessibility

features, and adaptive technologies and adaptive strategies commonly associated with the

disability in question.
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Auditory Auditory disabilities refer to hearing losses in one or both ears. The hearing

loss can range from hard-of-hearing to deafness. In some cases, people can hear, but

not enough to understand all speech, especially with background noise. Possible barriers

include audio content without captions or transcripts and media players that do not display

captions or allow changing their font size or colour [37]

Accessibility features related to auditory disabilities include captions, which is a text

with a verbatim recording of any speech and relevant auditory information in the audio,

and transcripts, manuscripts that contain the recording of any speech with important au-

ditory information.[38]

Cognitive Cognitive disabilities contain a wide range of different disorders that may

affect how well people hear, move, see, speak, and understand information [37]. Dyslexia,

the most common learning disorder, is one example. It affects 10-15% of the school-age

population and is characterised with difficulties in accurate word recognition and by poor

spelling and decoding abilities.[39]

Possible barriers include complex navigation mechanisms and complex sentences, and

long passages of text without images or other ways of highlighting the context[37].

Accessibility features that can help include customisable fonts and colours and easy-

to-read text. Assistive technologies and adaptive strategies include pop-up and animation

blockers and reading assistants that change the presentation of the content[38].

Physical Physical or motor disabilities include weakness and limitation of muscular

control. Examples include arthritis, fibromyalgia, and repetitive stress injury. Possible

barriers include missing keyboard support, controls that do not have text alternatives, and

insufficient time limits to complete tasks, like filling out a form[37].

Accessibility features include consistency and predictability in labelling functions and

controls, multiple navigation mechanisms, and descriptive titles and labels. Assistive

technologies and adaptive strategies include alternative input methods - keyboards, cus-
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tom keyboards, sip-and-puff switches, trackballs, voice recognition and eye tracking, and

keyboard navigation[38].

Speech Speech disabilities mean in this context that the individual’s speech is hard to

understand by others or a voice recognition software. Barriers include web services that

offer interaction with voice only[37].

Visual Visual disabilities mean a range of vision loss in one or both eyes. Mild or

moderate vision loss is the low vision, while substantial vision loss is blindness. One

category of visual disability is colour blindness, the inability to perceive between certain

colour combinations or even any colour. Barriers include images and controls without

text alternatives, content that cannot be resized, video that does not have an alternative

presentation, and missing keyboard support[37].

Examples of accessibility features are audio descriptions, customised fonts and colours,

and screen magnification. An example of assistive technology is a screen reader that con-

verts content to other formats like text-to-speech or Braille1[38].

3.3 Why web accessibility is important

The CRPD defines access to the Web as a basic human right. Apart from legislative de-

mands stemming from CRPD, there is a strong case for web accessibility. One theme

that has occurred throughout this thesis is that accessibility benefits everyone, not just

disabled people. Temporary disabilities and situational impairments were mentioned in

Section 3.2.2. Examples are abundant: people with a slow connection or limited or expen-

sive bandwidth benefit from a fast web site, and people using devices like smartwatches

or smart TV’s benefit if the site can adapt to their screen and input method[36].

1Braille is a system that uses raised dots for letters of the alphabet, allowing a tactile way of reading and

writing.
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According to Eurostat, 87% of individuals living in the Euro area used the internet

in 2019. In 2008, that figure was 62%. Even Bulgaria, the lowest country in the 2019

statistic, now has 68% usage [40]. From the individual’s point of view, the Internet might

be the only way to access services or contribute to society, depending on where one lives,

geographically and mentally. Take voting, for example. In theory, enabling web-based

voting makes participating easier and possible to a larger group than traditional voting. A

study made in Norway revealed issues in usability and accessibility of several prototype

systems[41]. Web-based voting will not help if the voting system itself is the barrier.

There are also valid business reasons in favour of web accessibility. Although the

return on investment (ROI) is sometimes difficult to measure, there is also the cost and

risk from inaction. Potential benefits include an improved brand image, extended market

reach, and less risk for legal actions.[42]

A study conducted in 2014 looked at private sector organisations from three differ-

ent sectors and tried to find motivations and business impact for their web accessibility

projects. [43]. The study divided motivations into three categories: economic, social, and

technical. It is noteworthy that the successful projects in the study reported an increase in

image, customer loyalty, and web site traffic. In most cases, there were more advantages

than disadvantages. Also important is the knowledge that several projects failed, some-

times simply because management or marketing department did not support the project, or

it was perceived that web accessibility did not fit into the company’s design requirements.

3.4 Laws and policies

163 countries have signed the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. It

is an important treaty since it is the first legally binding international instrument that

aims to guarantee that the signatories will protect the rights of disabled people.[44] The

treaty has several obligations, including adopting legislation and administrative measures
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to promote the human rights of persons with disabilities and ensuring that the private and

public sector and individuals respect the rights of persons with disabilities.[45]

Not all countries have legislation that deals specifically with web accessibility. If it

exists at all, it can be on its own or a part of broader discrimination legislation, with differ-

ent scopes and levels of obligation. For example, the list of international laws and policies

on WAI’s website has 40 items concerning 23 countries (including the European Union),

ranging from recommendations to accessibility laws and mandatory policies. Further-

more, each piece of legislation can cover either the public sector, the private sector, the

government, or any combination of those. 17 items are based or derived from WCAG

guidelines[46].

To keep things in scope and relevant to Sanako Connect, the focus in this section will

be on the United States and European Union, with a relevant example from Finland.

3.4.1 United States

Since the United States is a federal republic, it has legislation on both federal and state/ter-

ritory level. The following is not a comprehensive list; instead, it goes through the most

relevant legislation on web accessibility.

Sections 508 and 504 of the US Rehabilitation Act of 1973 Section 504 covers organ-

isations like postsecondary entities, federally funded projects and K-12 schools, and it is

meant to ensure people with disabilities cannot be discriminated against.[47]

Section 508, mentioned in Section 3.2.1, prevents the federal government from lever-

aging and/or procuring electronic and information technology goods and services that are

not designed to be accessible.[47]. Additionally, other institutions and even state govern-

ments apply the standards of Section 508 into their own policies[48].

In 2017, the information and communication technology requirements in Section

508 were updated, and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines were incorporated into the
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legislation[48].

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) IDEA was designed to ensure

all schools meet the educational needs of students who have a disability. For schools,

this means, among other things that they are purchasing the right products or services for

students with disabilities.[47]

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Civil rights legislation meant to keep individ-

uals with disabilities from facing discrimination in all areas of life, including transporta-

tion, jobs, schools, and public or private facilities that are open to the general public. [47]

ADA was enacted in 1990 when the web was used only by a few people. However, the

Department of Justice, which enforces ADA, considers web sites that offer goods and ser-

vices to consumers to be “places of public accommodation”. Since 2018 there has been a

surge of lawsuits on web sites and mobile apps that allegedly fail to comply with Title III

of ADA.[49] In 2018 there were almost 2000 web accessibility lawsuits related to Title

III, whereas before 2015 there was hardly any.[47]

2019 was a record year for ADA Title III lawsuits in general, with 11053 lawsuits filed

in the general court, 8.8% increase from 2018. An interesting detail is that 84% of these

lawsuits were filed in three states: California, New York, and Florida.[50] Almost a fifth

of the Title III cases in 2019 was related to web accessibility. The majority of those cases

were about blind plaintiffs claiming that a website does not work with their screen reader

software, with a smaller group of deaf plaintiffs suing about the lack of closed captions

for online videos.[51]

To mention an education-related example, in 2016 the US Department of Justice in-

vestigated University of California at Berkeley’s online platform, UC BerkeleyX, and

found it to violate ADA Title II, with “significant portions” being “totally inaccessible”.

Instead of correcting the issues, UC Berkeley reacted by removing over 20 000 videos and

podcasts. The university stated that it would have been too costly to caption them[48].
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State legislation

Some states have accessibility legislation of their own. The majority of the 50 states seem

to base their laws and standards either to Section 508 and/or WCAG guidelines[52]. This

is a good thing for Sanako since following and keeping up-to-date on each state’s laws

would be difficult for a company the size of Sanako. In addition to legislation, many states

seem to have policies on state software procurement that include web accessibility[53].

3.4.2 European Union

“Directive (EU) 2016/2102 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October

2016 on the accessibility of the websites and mobile applications of public sector bodies”

came into effect in 2016 and it aims to standardise accessibility laws in the European

Union[54]. It is a directive, which means it binds the member states to adopt the content

into national law.[55]

In Finland, this was done with article 306/2019, which came into effect in March

2019[56]. Both the law and the EU directive behind it reference the CRPD, which shows

its importance in practice. The Finnish article is based on WCAG 2.1. It mandates offi-

cials, public sector organisations, and certain NGOs to fulfil WCAG 2.1 Level AA criteria.

There is a transition period before the law comes fully in effect. For example, public sec-

tor organisation web sites published before 23.9.2018 must fulfil the criteria by 23.9.2020.

A web site published after 23.9.2018 must fulfil the criteria by 23.9.2019[57].

As a specific example from education, a school can use digital learning material or

service that does not fulfil the criteria temporarily, i.e. for one semester. Any service

used regularly must fulfil the criteria.[58] As a digital service that is sold to schools and

organisations, this directly affects Sanako Connect.

The directive also requires all public sector organisations to publish an accessibility

statement, even if the web page in question does not fulfil the requirements. The statement

should include information on what parts conform to the WCAG guidelines and what parts
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do not.

3.5 Guidelines and standards

Thus far, the discussion on web accessibility has been on a general level, without mentions

of implementation details and techniques. This is on purpose, to emphasise the point that

the principles of web accessibility itself do not change that much, even if the guidelines,

techniques and even devices do.

There have been references to WAI’s Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)

throughout this text, especially when discussing laws and policies. Because of their im-

portance, the guidelines will be discussed next. However, they are not the only guide-

lines produced by WAI. Additionally, there are Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines

(ATAG) and User Agent Accessibility Guidelines (UAAG). UAAG is aimed at developers

of applications that render web content, such as web browsers, browser extensions, and

media players. Since it is not relevant to Sanako Connect, it will not be discussed further.

Besides guidelines, WAI also maintains a technical specification, Web Accessibil-

ity Initiative – Accessible Rich Internet Applications (WAI-ARIA), that complements

HTML5 and is meant to improve the accessibility of web content and applications[59].

This will be discussed after the guidelines. Together the guidelines and WAI-ARIA will

provide a way for implementing web accessibility.

3.5.1 Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

The first version of WCAG, 1.0, was published in 1999. The next major revision came

in 2008 with WCAG 2.0, and the current version of WCAG is 2.1[60]. Both WCAG

2.0 and WCAG 2.1 are existing standards, but 2.1 is backwards compatible with 2.0.

The specification is primarily meant for web content developers, web authoring tool de-

velopers, web accessibility tool developers, and others who need or want a standard for
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web accessibility[1]. As Section 3.4 demonstrated, many accessibility laws are based on

WCAG.

Principles, guidelines, and success criteria

Figure 3.1: WCAG2.0 and WCAG2.1 documents. Copyright © 2010 W3C. From

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/docs/

WCAG is organised around four principles which contain a total of 12 guidelines.

Each guideline, in turn, has success criteria (78 in total) that describe what actions need

to be taken to conform to that guideline[61]. The criteria have three levels: A (lowest),

AA, and AAA (highest). It is common to use the levels to indicate requirements and

conformance to WCAG. For example, the Finnish law 306/2019 requires to conform to A

and AA levels, which would mean conforming to every success criteria for those levels.

Conforming to a higher level means also conforming to lower levels. W3C recommends

against using level AAA conformance as a general policy, because for some content, it is

not possible to satisfy all AAA criteria[60].

The success criteria are written to be technology-neutral and also testable, which
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means that it is possible to give a simple yes or no answer when inspecting if a cer-

tain criterion is fulfiled or not[61]. This also means that sometimes the success criteria

are somewhat abstract.

Although the principles and guidelines are relatively easy to understand, there is a

large number of supplementary documents detailing every possible aspect of the guide-

lines, from intent and benefits to examples and techniques. If everything were printed, it

would take a thousand A4 pages[62].

When going through the guidelines, the standard is at the centre of everything. But

instead of using the standard itself when implementing WCAG, WAI recommends using

a document called How to Meet WCAG (Quick Reference). The document can be filtered

according to different criteria and goes through every success criterion. It links to yet

another document, Techniques for WCAG2.1. That document lists informative techniques

for implementing the criteria, and the techniques can be mutually exclusive and be related

to more than one success criteria. For example, some techniques use WAI-ARIA as a

solution and some focus on making PDF and Flash content.

Yet another document is Understanding WCAG2.1, which is referenced both from the

standard itself and How to Meet WCAG document. That document links to Techniques for

WCAG2.1 document.

To give a comprehensive overview of WCAG, the principles and guidelines are listed

below[61]. Going through every success criteria is out of the scope of this work, but

examples will be discussed after the list.

Principle 1 - Perceivable

Information and user interface components must be presentable to users in ways they can

perceive.

This principle has four guidelines and a total of 29 success criteria: 9 level A, 11 level

AA, and 9 level AAA.
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1.1 Text alternatives Provide text alternatives for any non-text content so that it can

be changed into other forms people need, such as large print, braille, speech, symbols or

simpler language.

1.2 Time-based Media Provide alternatives for time-based media.

1.3 Adaptable Create content that can be presented in different ways (for example sim-

pler layout) without losing information or structure.

1.4 Distinguishable Make it easier for users to see and hear content including separat-

ing foreground from background.

Principle 2 - Operable

User interface components and navigation must be operable.

This principle has five guidelines and a total of 29 success criterion: 14 level A, 3

level AA, and 12 level AAA.

2.1 Keyboard Accessible Make all functionality available from a keyboard.

2.2 Enough Time Provide users enough time to read and use content.

2.3 Seizures and Physical Reactions Do not design content in a way that is known to

cause seizures or physical reactions.

2.4 Navigable Provide ways to help users navigate, find content, and determine where

they are.

2.5 Input Modalities Make it easier for users to operate functionality through various

inputs beyond keyboard.
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Principle 3 - Understandable

Information and the operation of user interface must be understandable.

This principle has three guidelines and a total of 17 success criterion: 5 level A, 5

level AA, and 7 level AAA.

3.1 Readable Make text content readable and understandable.

3.2 Predictable Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways.

3.3 Input Assistance Help users avoid and correct mistakes.

Principle 4 - Robust

Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted reliably by a wide variety of user

agents, including assistive technologies.

This principle has one guideline and three success criteria: 2 level A and 1 level AA.

4.1 Compatible Maximize compatibility with current and future user agents, including

assistive technologies.

Success Criteria Examples

As stated, going through every success criteria is not possible. Instead, success criteria for

guidelines 1.1 and 1.2 will be discussed in more detail. They focus on live and recorded

audio which is relevant for Sanako Connect, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.

Before delving into the example criteria, it should be noted that not every criterion

requires similar scrutiny. For example, criteria 3.1.1, Language of Page, requires that the

human language of each Web page can be determined programmatically. Achieving this

can be as easy as setting the “lang” attribute of the <html>tag to the correct language,

and the criteria provide techniques for Flash and PDF content also.
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Success Criterion for guideline 1.1

Guideline 1.1 tells to provide text alternatives for any non-text content. There is only one

success criterion for it:

1.1.1: All non-text content that is presented to the user has a text alternative that serves

the equivalent purpose, except for the situations listed below.

The criterion then lists six exceptions: Controls and Input, Time-Based Media, Test,

Sensory, CAPTCHA, and Decoration, Formatting, Invisible.

The description for Time-Based Media exception is “If non-text content is time-based

media, then text alternatives at least provide descriptive identification of the non-text con-

tent. (Refer to Guideline 1.2 for additional requirements for media.)”

The description for Test is “If non-text content is a test or exercise that would be

invalid if presented in text, then text alternatives at least provide descriptive identification

of the non-text content.”

Going through the document Understanding Success Criterion 1.1.1: Non-text Con-

tent[63] provides more context for this criterion. It has intent, additional information,

benefits, examples, techniques, and related resources.

Additional information mentions tests and exercises as one situation where a text al-

ternative cannot be provided, as the test must be conducted using a particular sense. An

example is a hearing test that would be invalid if the content would be provided as text.

In these situations, the recommendation is to describe the non-text content’s purpose.

Success Criteria for guideline 1.2

Guideline 1.2 tells to provide alternatives for time-based media. It has nine success crite-

ria:

Level A:

• 1.2.1 Audio-only and Video-only (Prerecorded)
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• 1.2.2 Captions (Prerecorded)

• 1.2.3 Audio Description or Media Alternative (Prerecorded)

Level AA:

• 1.2.4 Captions (Live)

• 1.2.5 Audio Description (Prerecorded)

Level AAA:

• 1.2.6 Sign Language (Prerecorded)

• 1.2.7 Extended Audio Description (Prerecorded)

• 1.2.8 Media Alternative (Prerecorded)

• 1.2.9 Audio-only (Live)

Criterion 1.2.1, Audio-only and Video-only (Prerecorded), will be used as an example.

The full criterion reads:

1.2.1: For prerecorded audio-only and prerecorded video-only media, the following

are true, except when the audio or video is a media alternative for text and is clearly

labeled as such:

• Prerecorded Audio-only: An alternative for time-based media is provided that presents

equivalent information for prerecorded audio-only content.

• Prerecorded Video-only: Either an alternative for time-based media or an audio

track is provided that presents equivalent information for prerecorded video-only

content.

The intent behind this criterion is to make audio-only or video-only information avail-

able to all users. Several benefits are listed for audio-only: it helps people who have
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difficulty with visual content, people who are deaf, hard-of-hearing, or just having trou-

ble understanding audio information can read the text presentation, deaf-blind people

can read the text in braille. Also, text version allows for searching and repurposing the

content[64].

It is not stated explicitly whether the exceptions in Criteria 1.1.1, like doing a test or

exercise, apply here also. Nevertheless, since time-based media is mentioned as one type

of non-text content in Criteria 1.1.1, it is quite safe to assume that the exceptions apply.

Standards for Real-Time Audio

It should be noted that although WCAG mentions live audio and video on several criteria,

standards for Web Real-Time Communications (WebRTC), which enables live audio and

video streaming directly from and to the browser, are still developing. WebRTC will be

discussed more in Chapter 4.

In March 2020, W3C published the first public working draft of RTC Accessibility

User Requirements (RAUR). RAUR aims to inform on potential user needs for people

with disabilities, to initiate discussion and gather feedback on how to solve issues with

RTC technologies[65]. The potential issues include support for captions and live tran-

scriptions, and being able to route audio output to different output devices. Alternative

content like Real-Time Text (RTT) should also be supported.

3.5.2 Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines

ATAG is meant for developers of authoring tools. This includes web page authoring tools,

courseware tools, multimedia authoring tools, and websites that let users add content.

ATAG is for both making the tool itself accessible, and for helping to make the content it

produces accessible[66]. There does not seem to be any laws requiring conformance with

ATAG. This is probably because its scope is narrower and it relies heavily on conformance

with WCAG.
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ATAG is divided into two parts. Part A is about the accessibility of the tool itself. Part

B focuses on how the tool can help produce accessible content. Otherwise, the structure

is similar to WCAG, with eight principles, 24 guidelines, and 63 success criteria.

Part A. Make the authoring tool user interface accessible

A.1. Authoring tool user interfaces follow applicable accessibility guidelines

• A.1.1.(For the authoring tool user interface) Ensure that web-based functionality is

accessible

• A.1.2. (For the authoring tool user interface) Ensure that non-web-based function-

ality is accessible

A.2. Editing-views are perceivable

• A.2.1. (For the authoring tool user interface) Make alternative content available to

authors

• A.2.2. (For the authoring tool user interface) Ensure that editing-view presentation

can be programmatically determined

A.3. Editing-views are operable

• A.3.1. (For the authoring tool user interface) Provide keyboard access to authoring

features

• A.3.2. (For the authoring tool user interface) Provide authors with enough time

• A.3.3. (For the authoring tool user interface) Help authors avoid flashing that could

cause seizures

• A.3.4. (For the authoring tool user interface) Enhance navigation and editing via

content structure

• A.3.5. (For the authoring tool user interface) Provide text search of the content
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• A.3.6. (For the authoring tool user interface) Manage preference settings

• A.3.7. (For the authoring tool user interface) Ensure that previews are at least as

accessible as in-market user agents

A.4. Editing-views are understandable

• A.4.1. (For the authoring tool user interface) Help authors avoid and correct mis-

takes

• A.4.2. (For the authoring tool user interface) Document the user interface, including

all accessibility features

Part B. Support the production of accessible content

• B.1. Fully automatic processes produce accessible content

• B.1.1. Ensure that automatically-specified content is accessible

• B.1.2. Ensure that accessibility information is preserved

B.2. Authors are supported in producing accessible content

• B.2.1. Ensure that accessible content production is possible

• B.2.2. Guide authors to produce accessible content

• B.2.3. Assist authors with managing alternative content for non-text content

• B.2.4. Assist authors with accessible templates

• B.2.5. Assist authors with accessible pre-authored content

B.3. Authors are supported in improving the accessibility of existing content

• B.3.1. Assist authors in checking for accessibility problems

• B.3.2. Assist authors in repairing accessibility problems
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B.4. Authoring tools promote and integrate their accessibility features

• B.4.1. Ensure the availability of features that support the production of accessible

content

• B.4.2. Ensure that documentation promotes the production of accessible content

ATAG largely focuses on making the tool and the content it produces compatible with

WCAG, and on promoting and documenting the tool’s accessibility features. For example,

Guideline A1.1’s only success criterion is about WCAG:

A.1.1.1 Web-Based Accessible (WCAG): If the authoring tool contains web-based

user interfaces, then those web-based user interfaces meet the WCAG 2.0 success criteria.

(Level A to meet WCAG 2.0 Level A success criteria; Level AA to meet WCAG 2.0 Level

A and AA success criteria; Level AAA to meet all WCAG 2.0 success criteria)

The scale of this single success criterion is enormous, as it encompasses the whole

WCAG success criteria. A similar success criterion is for Guideline B2.1:

B.2.1.1 Accessible Content Possible (WCAG): The authoring tool does not place re-

strictions on the web content that authors can specify or those restrictions do not prevent

WCAG 2.0 success criteria from being met. (Level A to meet WCAG 2.0 Level A success

criteria; Level AA to meet WCAG 2.0 Level A and AA success criteria; Level AAA to

meet all WCAG 2.0 success criteria)

Many other success criteria also refer to WCAG directly or indirectly. For example,

A.2.1.2 Alternatives for Rendered Time-Based Media, states that

If an editing-view renders time-based media, then at least one of the following is true:

(Level A) (a) Option to Render: The authoring tool provides the option to render alter-

natives for the time-based media; or (b) User Agent Option: Authors have the option to

preview the time-based media in a user agent that is able to render the alternatives.
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WCAG is not mentioned here, but this clearly refers to WCAG 1.1.2 Time-based

Media.

3.5.3 Web Accessibility Initiative – Accessible Rich Internet Applica-

tions

WAI-ARIA is a technical specification that defines additional HTML attributes. The goal

is to provide additional semantics and improve accessibility[67]. As WCAG and ATAG

aim to be technology-neutral, WAI-ARIA gives code-level guidance on how to improve

web content accessibility. It is referenced frequently in Techniques for WCAG2.0 docu-

ment.

WAI-ARIA is especially suited to help with dynamic content, and complex user inter-

face controls made with Ajax, HTML, and JavaScript. An example would be a drag-and-

drop list that can only be used with a mouse or time-based updates that change the content

of the web page so that blind users or those using screen readers would not know about it.

Before WAI-ARIA, those using keyboards and screen readers had no way of using com-

plex web controls or knowing about dynamic changes in the web page, whether they were

caused by the user’s actions or by time- or event-based updates [68]. With WAI-ARIA,

controls, live regions, and events can be mapped to accessibility APIs[66].

WAI-ARIA does not affect the web page outlook or normal functionality in any way,

except by exposing information to the browser’s accessibility APIs[67]. A common mis-

take is relying on ARIA before learning semantic HTML, which was discussed in Section

2.1.2. Semantic HTML should be preferred because it provides much of the functionality

needed for accessibility APIs for free. Although WAI-ARIA gives more granularity, using

its attributes in a wrong way can actually make the content less accessible. All interactive

functionality would need to be built from the ground up. Furthermore, the way ARIA is

interpreted is inconsistent between different browsers[69].

The inconsistencies grow when using screen readers. A test comparing ARIA be-
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haviour between different screen reader and browser combination had an average reliabil-

ity of 69%, with the best result being 90% on JAWS screen reader with Chrome browser.

The detailed tables in the test show large differences in the behaviour [70].

W3C acknowledges the possible dangers. They provide a long document about WAI-

ARIA authoring practices. It begins with a warning to the user: No ARIA is better than

Bad ARIA[71]. This means that as ARIA markup can alter the way HTML elements

function and are visible to assistive technologies, incorrect ARIA markup can have real

consequences for assistive technology users.

Figure 3.2: The same HTML code describing a simple form, with and without WAI-ARIA

attributes.

WAI-ARIA supplements HTML markup with three kinds of attributes:

Roles Describe the structure of a web page or the type of element. For example,

role=“navigation” describes a navigation element and role=“tab” describes a single tab

pane.

Properties Describe the state of elements or define live regions or drag-and-drop con-

trols on the web page. An example would be an aria-required attribute for required form

input.
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States Define the current conditions of elements. Unlike properties, states can change

throughout the lifecycle of the element. An example would be an aria-disabled attribute

that describes to a screen reader whether a form input is disabled or not.

3.6 Implementing and evaluating web accessibility

Section 3.5 provided information on what common guidelines and code-level solutions

exist for web accessibility. WAI has resources and tutorials on implementation, and rec-

ommendations on higher-level policies and statements a company can create on web ac-

cessibility. This section will also go through relevant research on web accessibility im-

plementation.

3.6.1 Getting started

WAI provides tips on getting started for designers, developers, and writers, and resources

for both initial and thorough check-ups of a web page’s accessibility. WAI provides

a methodology for auditing websites, Website Accessibility Conformance Evaluation

Methodology (WCAG-EM), and a report generator for it. WCAG-EM can also be used

for web applications and mobile sites[72].

WAI has a four-step guide for long-term planning and managing web accessibility

that is suitable for both projects and organisation-level changes. The activities included

are not required to be done in sequence[73]. The steps are as follows.

Initiate Develop understanding of accessibility and build organisational enthusiasm.

This step includes learning, exploring the current state of accessibility, setting objec-

tives and building a business case, among others.

Plan Develop clear goals and an environment that supports accessibility.
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The planning stage contains items like creating an accessibility policy, determining

budget and resources, and reviewing the environment and identifying issues that need to

be fixed. To track progress, a monitoring framework should also be set up.

Implement Ensure personnel are trained, tools are available, and accessibility is in-

cluded throughout.

This step is about building skills, integrating goals into policies, evaluating, priori-

tising, and tracking and communicating progress. A policy framework for the whole

organisation should be created.

Sustain Continue to review and report on content, processes, and resources.

As legislation and technologies change, they should be tracked and adapted to. User

feedback should be incorporated, and the websites (or applications) monitored.

3.6.2 Implementation challenges

As there are guidelines and supporting material from WAI, what are the challenges when

implementing web accessibility? If planned and designed in advance, the cost of acces-

sibility is almost zero. Retrofitting accessibility is time-consuming and costly and could

present extreme challenges [74].

Lazar (2015) argues that any developer can learn accessible design. With the right

mindset and support from the executive level, it is not difficult to create an accessible

product, nor does good design need to be sacrificed for that. He further mentions that

accessibility standards like WCAG are the foundation that makes consensus possible for

accessibility [68].

The study discussed in Section 3.3 does mention that some of the reasons for failed

accessibility projects were related to not having support or for perceiving that web acces-

sibility did not fit the design requirements.
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A study made in 2016 by Abuaddous, Jali, and Basir went through web accessibility

literature and grouped the challenges they discovered into three categories[75]. The first

set of challenges was related to standards and guidelines, where they focus on WCAG.

To summarise, the WCAG guidelines are a common challenge in themselves, because

they can be hard to understand, ambiguous, and require some technical knowledge of

accessibility. The material related to implementing WCAG is also extensive, as was also

mentioned in Section 3.5.1.

The second category was about challenges during a website’s design and development.

These challenges were related to lack of accessibility awareness, motivation, and train-

ing. The study mentions that recommendations are widely available, but they are worlds

apart from the way developers actually work, and thus the developers do not follow them.

Something else than general guidelines are thus needed.

The final category was about challenges during evaluation, where the main challenges

were related to problems with automated tools and user-based testing. Choosing tools

can be slow, and they do not remove the need for manual inspection. Furthermore, their

results can be inaccurate or hard to analyse. Automated tools will be discussed more in

the next section. As for user-based testing, the challenges here are about cost, getting

large enough samples sizes, preparing the tests and the need for an expert evaluator.

Based on their findings, they introduce recommendations and solutions for them.

• Providing applicable and usable guidelines

• Enforcing accessibility legislation

• Creating new web accessibility position

• Changing the web team mindset

When they mention providing applicable guidelines, they actually mean that WAI

should provide guidelines that are categorised in a way that is suitable for the developer.
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Regarding evaluation, Lazar considers it to be one of the most challenging steps for

developers (and policymakers). There is no specific guidance for it in the standards or the

policies, and the range of evaluation methods, technologies, users, and disabilities makes

it impossible to use any single metric to gauge the accessibility of a product [76].

This is an issue, especially if the law enforces compliance with guidelines. It becomes

an even more troubling issue once you realise that the parties monitoring compliance have

issues with evaluation also. In the United States, compliance monitoring for Section 508

is required at the federal level, but in practice, it is not done very often. The way federal

agencies do compliance monitoring is also varied - each agency (of over 100 analysed)

either uses automatic tools of their choosing without result validation, have their own

documentation on how to make content accessible, or simply trust the consultants and

contractors who have said the content is accessible [77].

Lazar divides evaluation methods into three categories: user testing, expert reviews,

and automated evaluation. Each has its own strengths and weaknesses, which is why they

should be used in combination with each other [76].

On the topic of expert reviews, a study made in 2011 investigated the effect expertise

plays in web accessibility evaluation methods. By comparing manual assessments made

by experts and non-experts, they found out that expertise matters; that expert assessments

produced more valid and reliable results, and that small number of experts was enough to

discover all accessibility issues in the test material [78].

3.6.3 Automatic tools

Automatic evaluation tools can help identify potential issues and can be used through

the design and development process, but not every aspect can be checked automatically.

Humans must be involved in the process[79]. Their potential inaccuracy was also briefly

mentioned in the previous section. A study comparing six free evaluation tools noticed

that their results and reporting format varied wildly between them, which means that using
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only one tool is insufficient [80].

Another study also compared six evaluation tools with each other but additionally

compared them to manual evaluation performed by experts. They found out that coverage

at best was 50% against WCAG2.0 criteria, and that correctness in reported accessibility

violations varied between 66 and 96 per cent. [81] It should be noted that at the time

of writing the study is seven years old, and modern tools could present different results.

Nevertheless, automatic tools are still not in the position to catch every accessibility vio-

lation.

WAI maintains a list of web accessibility evaluation tools that at the time of writing

contains 142 entries[82]. The list has not been updated since 2016, so its relevance is in

question.

The tools generally seem to either stand-alone or browser-add-ons, which means they

look at the web page from an external point of view. Some tools can be incorporated into

web development workflow and inspect the code on a more detailed level and at different

phases of the build process, such as React specific react-axe.

3.6.4 Policies and statements

In addition to the organisational policy mentioned in Section 3.6.1, WAI recommends

providing an accessibility statement. This is the same statement as mentioned in Section

3.4.2. According to WAI, accessibility statements are important since they show users that

you care about accessibility, provide user information about accessibility, and demonstrate

a commitment to accessibility and social responsibility.[83] The statement is primarily

meant for the users and should contain at least a commitment, the accessibility standard

used, and contact information about accessibility issues. WAI also provides a generator

tool for writing the statement.



Chapter 4

Sanako Connect

As stated in Chapter 1, Sanako Connect is a web application for administering language

learning lessons. It is marketed mostly to schools and universities, and its main users are

teachers and students. Sanako has a long history of building language learning products,

and over the years it has moved from physical language laboratories with furniture and

cassette tapes or CDs, to PC-based language laboratories and finally towards browser-

based applications.

This transformation has followed resources the customers - schools - have access to.

Nowadays PC classrooms are becoming rarer, and it is more common to see a mixed de-

vice classroom with Chromebooks and iPads, owned by both the school and the students.

The customers’ need for something that works on multiple platforms was the primary mo-

tivation for developing Sanako Connect. The evolution of browser APIs like WebRTC and

Web Audio has made it possible to develop a full-fledged language lab for the browser.

This chapter will go through the aspects of Sanako Connect that are required to un-

derstand the application and later to reflect on the accessibility requirements.
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4.1 Use and features

Using Sanako Connect is quite different for teachers and students, much like the actual

classroom experience is different for them. While the teacher should be able to control the

whole classroom, dividing the class into groups and assigning and leading activities, the

student’s focus is only on the task they are given. In practice, the teacher and the student

are using different applications, which also gives the freedom to develop them with some

independence from another.

Every session has at least one teacher, although the teacher does not need to be online

for the students to access the session. Since Sanako Connect can be used in different

ways, there is no upper limit as to how many participants there can be in one session. In

theory, one session could have hundreds of participants online at the same time or spread

out during a longer time period. In this kind of an extreme scenario, most features would

remain usable, but for example, broadcasting live audio from the teacher to everyone

would no longer be possible.

4.1.1 Session administration

In Sanako Connect’s terminology, a session is the umbrella term for one gathering of

teacher and students. Each session will have its own participants, exercises, files, and

groups.

Creating a session requires the teacher to log in with their email and password to their

session dashboard, where they can administer their sessions. Every teacher belongs to

an organisation which uses Sanako Connect on a trial basis or as a paid service. The

organisation license dictates how many participants can be online at the same time.

Once the teacher has created a session, they receive the URL and QR code holding that

URL that they can then distribute for their students. Optionally they can limit attendance

by giving the session a password. Otherwise, the session can be attended by everyone
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who has the URL.

This means that there is no authentication and login for students. While the adminis-

tration dashboard has a normal email and password authentication, the session application

authenticates the device and not the user. If the teacher changes devices or browsers, they

need to authenticate that device as the teacher’s device through the session administration.

This approach has its benefits and drawbacks. The students do not need to create an

account or install anything on their device or browser before attending. Sanako does not

need to collect any personally identifiable information from them, except if they are using

their real name for the session. The other side of the coin is that there is no continuity

between sessions, and the teacher cannot get any statistics from students’ progress, for

example. If a student attends two sessions by the same teacher, from the application’s

point of view that student is just two different participants who are using the same browser.

When a student enters a session for the first time, they are asked for their name and

optionally the password. A name must be unique so that teacher can distinguish students

from each other. If the student has participated in that session before from the same

session, only the password is asked.

If there is no password, a greeting dialog is still displayed for the user, and they need

to click on the button to close it. This has a functional purpose. The Web Audio API

requires starting it from a user interaction before it can be used. This is required so that

web sites cannot play audio without user interaction[84]. Requiring the user to click a

button whenever they enter a session ensures that the audio capabilities can be initialised

without issues.

Once the student is in, they see any possible exercise or file the teacher has shared to

the session beforehand and can use the session chat, if the teacher has enabled it. At its

most limited, the student cannot do anything at first without the teacher providing them

with the possibility.
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4.1.2 Groups

When a student enters a session, they do not belong to any group. A group, in this case,

means a selected grouping of students who can write to and speak with each other. Once

the student is put into a group, they can see other group members.

The teacher can create groups and put students in them one by one. Alternatively, they

can use the split feature, which assigns students randomly to evenly sized groups. The

expectation is that during the session, the group configuration will change many times as

the teacher assigns different tasks to the students.

4.1.3 Real-time audio

In language labs, real-time audio connections in different setups are an often used and

important feature. The teacher needs to broadcast to the whole class, the students need

to talk with each other in groups, the teacher needs to either listen or speak with a single

student or a group, and so on. Recording is likewise important, with students recording

themselves while reading a text or imitating live or recorded audio. In Sanako Connect,

students can simultaneously record themselves and send and receive audio streams.

The teacher can speak to the whole class. This is a one-way broadcast, meaning that

the teacher does not hear any of the students, and the teacher is the only one the students

hear. At the time of writing this, there is development underway for the teacher to be able

to stream their webcam or screen to the class.

Another important audio streaming feature is group audio. Once the teacher sets up

a new group, that group is always in a silent mode first. This means the group members

can only chat with each other, and there is no audio streaming between members. Once

the teacher enables the audio, all group members can hear and talk with each other.

The teacher can join this group audio, either only as a listener or that so they can also

speak with the group.

The third part of audio streaming is a private audio conversation between the teacher
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and an individual student. The teacher can select a student and either listen to them - used

commonly to check what the student is doing at that moment - or speak with them. Group

audio and private audio are mutually exclusive. When a student is in a group, th teacher

cannot start a conversation with them.

4.1.4 Content authoring

The exercises made by the teacher are another important feature. Sanako Connect pro-

vides an editor for the teachers to create content. The exercises are a mix of rich text,

different types of files such as audio or images, and interactive tasks like recording audio,

writing, or doing multiple-choice questionnaires. The student can perform the exercises

either alone or in a group.

The structure of a single exercise is simple. Each exercise consists of a title and zero

or more exercise blocks, which contain the actual functionality. Once the teacher has

finished the exercise, they can share it with the session. When this is done, all students

will see a notification about a new exercise, and the exercise appears to their exercise list.

When a teacher is creating an exercise, they are creating a template for the students to

interact with. In Sanako Connect, the student part of the exercise is called a submission.

The teacher also needs to be able to check everything the students have done, which means

they can receive dozens of submissions for each exercise.

When the student receives the exercise, they need to start it before they can interact

with it. This way, the teacher can monitor the progress of students. Once the student is

ready, they can close the exercise should they want to continue later, or they can submit

what they have done, and the teacher receives it instantly. Alternatively, the teacher can

collect submissions from students who have not submitted themselves. Once the submis-

sion is submitted or collected, students cannot modify it anymore.

Some of the exercise blocks have automated grading. If the teacher has chosen this

option, the correct answers and the student’s score will be revealed immediately after they
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have submitted their work. For some exercise blocks, automated grading is not possible,

which is why the teacher can write feedback for each submission and send it back to the

student. The teacher can also re-open the submission for the student, or reset it, which

means deleting everything the student has done for that exercise and giving them a blank

slate.

Figure 4.1: How the exercise blocks look in the teacher’s editor and how they appear to

the student.

The exercise blocks can be divided into two categories: static content, which is some-

thing the student can consume like text, images, or audio, and interactive tasks, which is

something for the student to do.

Static content

Rich text A text editor that can be used to insert, edit and format text into the exer-

cise. Formatting like bolding and italics, and semantic HTML elements like headers and
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paragraph can be used.

Files Any kind of file can be embedded into an exercise. If the browser supports the file

type, Sanako Connect offers an audio or video player, image viewer, or a PDF viewer. If

the file cannot be opened inside the browser, a download option is offered.

Embedded content Web pages or videos from selected streaming services can be em-

bedded into an exercise. These will be displayed inside the iframe HTML element. The

currently supported services are YouTube, Vimeo, and Daily Motion.

Interactive tasks

Recording tasks Recording is a crucial feature in language labs. Sanako Connect has

two audio recorders for this. The Simple Recorder offers just a recording button and an

optional time limit set by the teacher. The outcome is then uploaded to the file server. The

Advanced Recorder is a two-track recorder modelled after recording features in Sanako’s

previous language lab products. The teacher can set a master track that the student will

hear while recording their own voice. The student can then record one or more audio

clips into the timeline. Optionally they can use the Voice insert feature, which allows the

student to insert new audio so that any existing tracks for the starting point will be split in

two. The teacher can then download the outcome either as a mono mp3 file or as stereo

mp3 so that the master and student tracks are panned into left and right channels. This

feature is commonly used when teaching interpreters.

File uploads Teacher can allow the student to upload one or more files. As with the

teacher’s file upload feature, the file will be handled inside the browser as possible. The

teacher can distribute files not supported by the browser, such as Microsoft Word docu-

ments, let the students work on them on whatever application they need, and then upload

the result back to the teacher.
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Q&A Q&A allows the teacher to create a batch of questions. They can be open-ended,

or the teacher can give the expected answer to a question. If there is an answer, the

question will be automatically graded.

Multiple Choice Teacher can create one or more multiple-choice questions and mark

which questions should be checked by the student as correct. Automatic grading is always

used with this exercise block.

Gap fill The teacher can create a text using the same rich text editor as before, and

mark which words or phrases should be displayed as inputs for the student. The student

can then fill these gaps with their answers. Automatic grading is used with the same logic

as in Q&A - if the gap has an expected answer set by the teacher, it will be graded.

4.1.5 Other features

In addition to the major features listed previously, Sanako Connect also has different

messaging options. The session chat allows the whole class to chat with each other and

the teacher. The teacher can decide to disable this. Each group also has its own chat,

restricted to group members and the teacher. Finally, students can send direct messages

to the teacher, and the teacher can send messages to each student. Students cannot send

direct messages to each other.

Most commonly files are used by embedding them into an exercise. The teacher can

also decide to share any uploaded file directly to the session. The shared files will be dis-

played in a list to the student, and at any moment, one file or exercise can be viewed. The

files will behave the same as embedding them to an exercise. Depending on the browser

support they will be offered for download or allowed to be used inside the browser.
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4.2 Technical aspects

Sanako Connect uses several frameworks, libraries, and browser APIs to achieve its func-

tionality. First, this subsection briefly goes through the back-end technology since it is

needed for understanding how the application works. More focus is given on the front-end

- the browser - since that is the area more relevant for web accessibility.

4.2.1 Back-end

As stated previously, teachers and students use Sanako Connect differently. When teach-

ers share exercises and files with the students, split the students into groups, and enable

different real-time audio configurations, technically, this means that they are continuously

altering the state of the student application. This means that both the teacher and student

applications need to reflect the changes real-time.

This is why the communications protocol between the back-end and its clients is Web-

Socket instead of the more common HTTP. Although there are some solutions for two-

way communication with HTTP like HTTP Long Polling1, with WebSockets it is easy

to achieve full-duplex communication between the client and server. Essentially this en-

ables pushing data for the clients in real-time, which in turn makes it possible to keep the

client application in sync with the server state. Practically every modern browser supports

WebSockets2.

The back-end runs on Node.js, which is “a JavaScript runtime built on Chrome’s V8

JavaScript engine”[85]. The main framework that has been used is FeathersJS, an open-

source project which describes itself as “a lightweight web-framework for creating real-

time applications and REST APIs using JavaScript or TypeScript”[86]. FeathersJS itself

is a thin layer built on top of Express, which is the most well known and used JavaScript

1The client sends constant requests to the server, and the server responds only when there is new data.
2The support in browsers currently in use is over 97%, according to

https://caniuse.com/#feat=websockets
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server framework[87][18].

FeathersJS was chosen since it makes it easy to distribute data in real-time to con-

nected clients based on different rules. For example, a teacher should be able to know

whenever a student returns a submission. However, the student should only be concerned

with changes in their own submission, and a student should never receive another stu-

dent’s submission, even if this would only happen in the data layer. With the concept

of channels in FeathersJS, it is easy to send data only for those clients that should have

it. When a client connects and a user is authenticated, they can be added to different

channels. Whenever there is an event that should be broadcasted to clients (such as a

new database entry), the broadcast happens through the channels. The decision to add the

event to a channel can be made based on the data itself and the client.

Even though real-time events are important, equally important is that everything is

also stored in the database. This protects against data loss if the connection breaks up or

if a student joins a class late - the current state can always be retrieved from the database.

4.2.2 Front-end

The main framework used in the front-end is React. The client application was initially

set up through Create-React-App (CRA), Facebook’s officially supported command-line

interface to create single-page React applications. It sets up a complete development en-

vironment and hides the complexity and dependencies needed for a modern development

workflow. The drawback in some situations is that CRA is opinionated. In these cases, it

is possible to ‘eject’ the application and take care of everything yourself.

FeathersJS also provides a front-end library that helps with authentication and com-

munication with the server. That library is used in Sanako Connect as well. Once the

user/device has logged in, the client sets up the necessary event listeners. The events it

receives depend on the channel setup on the server. When it receives an event, the listener

triggers a function, which often updates the state of the React application.
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The main user interface library used in Sanako Connect is Semantic UI React. It is

the React version of the popular Semantic UI development framework, which provides

HTML markup and CSS rules for a multitude of common user interface components. The

React version provides React components, which can be included in a React project with

a package manager like npm.

Browser requirements

Sanako Connect uses several browser APIs and standards to achieve its functionality, and

some browsers either do not have the required features or their implementation is not

mature yet. This is why Sanako has a few recommended browsers for using Connect.

Majority of the features works fine on any modern browser. But there are differences

especially with audio streaming and recording.

For every other platform than iOS, Sanako recommends using Google Chrome. This

is mostly related to real-time audio streaming. The standard for that, WebRTC, differs

from browser to browser. The most reliable results are achieved when everyone uses the

same browser.

For iOS, the recommendation is Safari. Like mentioned in Section 2.1.3, Apple re-

stricts the functionality of other browsers than Safari on its mobile platforms. This means

that Safari is the only iOS/iPadOs browser that can handle WebRTC, for example.

These recommendations do not seem to clash with any accessibility guidelines, but

they do go against the idea of being able to use whatever browser the user prefers.

WebRTC

WebRTC stands for Web Real-Time Communication. It is an open-source project that

governs standards and APIs for adding real-time communication capabilities to browsers

and other devices. On a high level, the standard covers two technologies, media capture

devices and peer-to-peer connectivity[88]. This means that it is used for capturing audio
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and/or video streams from the user’s microphone, webcam, and screen, and for sending

these streams to remote locations.

WebRTC has a history of over ten years, with different implementations in different

browsers adopted on different schedules. WebRTC support first arrived in Chrome version

23 back in 2011 and for Firefox in 2013[89]. The latest W3C specification is in Candidate

Recommendation stage and is dated 13 December 2019. Going through the previous

versions of the document one can see that it has been in Candidate Recommendation

stage since November 2nd, 2017/footnoteW3C specifications can mature from Working

Draft, to Candidate Recommendation, to Proposed Recommendation, and finally to W3C

recommendation..

Web Audio API

There are two ways to control audio on a web page: with the <audio>HTML element

that was introduced with HTML5 (along with the <video>element for videos), or with

Web Audio API. Using the <audio>element is more suitable for simple audio playback,

whereas Web Audio API makes it possible to create more complex processing and routing

of the audio signal. Web Audio API can be used to record the audio from the user’s

microphone, and it also can be used alongside WebRTC streams. For example, in Sanako

Connect it is possible to record the student’s audio stream from the microphone and the

remote streams of other students in their group into the same file.

Another difference between the <audio>element and Web Audio API is that the <au-

dio>element has a visual representation on the page, at least if the element is added as

part of the DOM. As Web Audio API is a programming interface, it can be invisible for

the user.
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4.2.3 Mobile functionality

There are no native mobile applications produced or planned for Sanako Connect, which

means that the same web application is used on computers and mobile devices.

Having only one client application instead of two or three (for iOS/iPadOs and An-

droid) has obvious benefits for development, but it also limits the functionality as com-

pared to native applications. As mentioned in Chapter 2.1.3, Apple restricts the func-

tionality of other browsers than Safari on its mobile platforms. Sanako Connect is also

designed to work as a Progressive Web App, which means it can be installed on Android

and iOS platforms.

4.3 Development process

Sanako Connect is developed according to continuous delivery and agile methodology.

The development is broken into sprints that take 1-2 weeks, the focus is on constant

iterations, and the completed work is released into production as soon as possible.



Chapter 5

Choosing accessibility guidelines and

development requirements

This chapter aims to find answers to the first two research questions asked in Chapter 1.

The first question, what accessibility guidelines to follow, is handled in Section 5.1. That

section’s findings lead to Section 5.2, which goes through Sanako Connect’s current state

regarding accessibility. After that, I will move on to discuss how the guidelines can be

turned into requirements.

The findings from this chapter serve as the starting point for the next one, which deals

with the development process and implementation. All the research questions will then

be discussed once more in Chapter 7.

5.1 What accessibility guidelines to follow

Applying different accessibility guidelines on software can be expensive, and in some

cases with existing software, practically impossible. This is why Shirogane suggests a

method to formulate and prioritise accessibility requirements early in the development of

the software[90].

This is a luxury that cannot be applied to Sanako Connect, for two reasons. The first
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is that it is an already published software that is in active development. The second, as is

discussed below, is about legal requirements.

Chapter 3 described different accessibility guidelines and regulations. The question is,

as Sanako Connect is a globally sold education software, with public sector organisations

as customers, what guidelines and regulations it should follow? The answer to this will

affect the actual implementation work.

The same chapter mentions that according to the new EU directive, any service a

school uses regularly must meet Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.1 Level AA

criteria. In the United States’ legislation, Section 508 is related to federal organisations,

and ADA is a civil rights law which covers schools, among other things. A negotiation

with one federal organisation is currently underway, and there is no sense to block that

and other possible future sales by not conforming to Section 508. Even bigger market is

the local schools, so making sure we fulfil ADA requirements is important.

Luckily, WCAG 2.1 Level AA is referenced in the latest version of Section 508 and

should also be enough for ADA compliance. Since WCAG is also referenced in other

countries’ legislation, it would make sense to focus on its criteria. It is safe to assume that

conformance with WCAG will be the most important thing.

Even though there is an authoring tool included in Sanako Connect that would benefit

from compliance with Authoring Tools Accessibility Guidelines, Section 3.5.2 mentions

that ATAG is largely about WCAG compliance and documentation on the authoring tool.

This means that complying with WCAG criteria would help with ATAG also. Following

ATAG would likely improve user experience and help the teachers to create accessible

content, so it would be sensible to incorporate its criteria to Sanako Connect at some

point to make it more user friendly.

For the present, all this would mean complying with 50 success criteria from WCAG

2.1 Levels A + AA. This would satisfy the necessary criteria in the EU and USA, even

though some states might have their own legislation on the matter. This also means that it
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is not a matter of prioritising some accessibility requirements above others (except in the

implementation schedule). All 50 must be fulfiled so that Sanako Connect can be said to

be WCAG compliant.

As Sanako Connect is an education software, the WCAG criteria do have some ex-

ceptions for it. An example in Section 3.5.1 mentions Success Criterion 1.1.1, Non-text

Content, according to which text alternatives must be provided for non-text content. But

test and exercises that must be conducted using a particular sense, like hearing tests, are

exceptions.

The exception should apply to Sanako Connect directly, as the exercises in Sanako

Connect rely on recorded audio - with hearing as the particular sense - a lot.

There is also another criterion not mentioned earlier, 2.2.1, Timing adjustable, that

might apply to Sanako Connect. It concerns time limits, and according to the success

criterion, the user should be able to turn off, adjust, or extend the limit. The criterion

mentions two exceptions: “The time limit is a required part of a real-time event (for

example, an auction), and no alternative to the time limit is possible; or [. . . ] The time

limit is essential and extending it would invalidate the activity.

It can be argued that a teacher giving a test or conducting recording exercises with

a time limit falls under these exceptions, at least if the event is real-time. Whether the

time limit is essential is debatable. The term is explained in the guidelines as “if re-

moved, would fundamentally change the information or functionality of the content, and

information and functionality cannot be achieved in another way that would conform”.

Then again, as the time limits that can be set in Sanako Connect are all optional, the

teacher would decide to set them. This would mean explaining this would be under ATAG

compliance.
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5.2 Current state of web accessibility in Sanako Connect

The outcome of the previous section was that Sanako Connect should fulfil the criteria

in WCAG 2.1 Level A+AA, with the exceptions for test situations mentioned in some

criteria. Now is a good place to examine how Sanako Connect currently fulfils them.

To get some metrics for improvement, the current situation needs to be assessed. As

was discussed in Section 3.6, measuring the actual accessibility of a product is difficult.

That is why compliance with WCAG is investigated instead.

Sanako Connect was examined against WCAG criteria with the help of Understanding

WCAG 2.1 document[61], which goes through examples of successes and failures for each

criterion.

As mentioned in Section 3.6, one of the common challenges with web accessibility

is that WCAG criteria are hard to understand. Having gone through all the Level AA

criteria, the writer can concur with that argument. Even with the help of supplementary

documents, some of the criteria were difficult to decipher. As was discussed in Section

3.5.1, the criteria are written to be technology-neutral. As a result, they can be somewhat

abstract. There are plenty of explanatory sources for the criteria, but there is no guarantee

that their interpretation is correct on the more challenging ones.

Since conformance with each criterion can be assessed as success or failure, it is

possible to create simple statistics of the current situation. However, looking at numbers

alone can be misleading. The workload and time required to fulfil any criterion depends

largely on the application. For example, the application structure, the tools and 3rd party

components that are in use will affect how easy or hard it is to implement changes.

Also, the criteria are not equal in importance - failing some will prevent using the

product completely, while as failing others will have less drastic consequences for the

user. WCAG itself states on four success criteria that failure to fulfil them could interfere

with the use of the page in general [60].

On some cases deciding between success or failure is quite subjective. If text does not
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have enough contrast against its background (Criteria 1.4.3), it is self-evident to mark that

criteria as fail. Then there are criteria like 2.4.6, according to which headings and labels

should be clear and descriptive. Relatively simple, but still subjective.

Appendix A contains a list of criteria along with explanations of why they passed or

failed. Out of the four criteria WCAG deems to be important, only one was passed. The

passed criterion was 2.3.1 - the page does not contain anything that flashes more than

three times in any one second period.

The failed criteria were as follows, paraphrased by the author:

• 1.4.2 - Audio Control - autoplaying audio longer than 3 seconds needs to be able

to be stopped or paused, or to control the audio volume separately from the system

volume (Level A)

• 2.1.2 - No Keyboard Trap - if a component can receive keyboard focus, the focus

can also be moved away from the component with keyboard (Level A)

• 2.2.2 - Pause, Stop, Hide. Automatically moving, blinking, or scrolling content that

lasts more than 5 seconds and is displayed with other content needs to be able to

be paused, stopped, or hidden - except where it is essential for an activity. Auto-

matically auto-updating information that is displayed with other content needs to be

able to be paused, stopped, or hidden - except where it is essential for the activity.

(Level A)

Figure 5.1 shows an example of a failed criteria, 2.1.1, according to which all func-

tionality should be operable with a keyboard interface. Currently, the user cannot do

anything on the main toolbar. The dropdown menus can be opened, but not interacted

with. The ‘New group’ button on the left can be used with a keyboard - but there is no

visible indicator when the keyboard focus is on that button. That is a failure of another

criterion, 2.4.7.
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Figure 5.1: An example of failed keyboard navigation. The circled items are UI compo-

nents that should be reachable by keyboard but currently are not.

This blocks the use of the application completely. It shows that the criteria that WCAG

labels as important are not the only ones which could have application-wide effects.

In general, twenty-one criteria passed, and twenty-nine failed, making the current suc-

cess rate 42%. It is good to keep in mind that achieving 100% accessibility for everything

in a complex application could very well be impossible [91] or at least impossible to mea-

sure, as has been discussed. This makes it important to focus on best efforts and prioritise

issues that benefit the users most.

5.3 From criteria to requirements

Despite their occasional abstractiveness, deciding whether any single criterion is a pass or

fail on an existing product is fairly simple. It is much more complex the other way around

- deciding whether a product or even just a single component passes all the 50 criteria. It

is no wonder that in the challenges discussed in Section 3.6, the ambiguous and hard to

understand nature of the guidelines comes up prominently, as well as the fact that there is
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a gap between the way recommendations are written and the developers’ everyday work.

This is easy to sympathise with. Since the criteria are technology-neutral and some-

times hard to decipher, using the criteria directly in everyday design and development

would not work. This section will look more closely at one of the research questions -

how the accessibility guidelines could be transformed into more concrete requirements?

According to Usman et al., checklists are used to avoid human error and to improve

safety and performance in many disciplines. In software engineering, they have been

used for a long time in evaluating requirements, for example. They can also be used as

“reminder systems” for remembering the necessary information[92].

Although safety is not an issue here, using a checklist to avoid errors and improve

performance, and for evaluating if any component of the product fulfils the accessibility

requirements sounds a simple enough approach for everyday development. The result

here could indeed be a checklist.

There are multiple possibilities when bringing the criteria down to a more concrete

level. First is technology-neutrality of the criteria - they can be applied on HTML, PDF,

Flash, etc. However, Sanako Connect is an HTML web application, so the requirements

can focus purely on HTML. The product does use React as its front-end framework, which

abstracts the actual HTML. Should the requirements be more about React than HTML?

Rendered HTML will be the thing affecting accessibility most. And parts of the app

may be developed using another framework or without a framework at all, so it would

make sense to focus just on HTML. This would make the checklist more general.

It also means that WAI-ARIA can be utilised where needed since it is a technical

specification that defines additional HTML attributes, as discussed in Section 3.5.3.

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, there are multiple ways how HTML elements can be

constructed. Furthermore, sometimes using semantic HTML is preferred to WAI-ARIA,

while in some cases WAI-ARIA can be used to augment the existing HTML. The re-

quirements should then be written on a level that gives enough freedom for different ap-
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proaches while making sure the accessibility does not suffer. The WCAG documentation

has examples of successful HTML techniques for each criterion. These were used when

constructing the requirements.

The full list can be found in Appendix B. Some criteria needed more than one re-

quirement, and the same requirement could cover others. By chance, there are exactly 50

requirements like there were 50 WCAG criteria. However, they still need more contextu-

alisation.

The original WCAG criteria are divided into the four principles - perceivable, opera-

ble, understandable, and robust - which is a logical division and one that is important to

keep in mind. But one can see that some of the requirements are more related to each other

than others. Some are directed more towards the application as a whole, some related to

design, and some to just UI components, for example.

As the application consists of smaller units, maybe modularisation would be the an-

swer here. Categorising the requirements would allow for the same requirement to be in

multiple categories if necessary, but it would make multiple smaller checklists instead of

one massive one. It could be used for developing new components or when refactoring

existing ones.

The checklist can be found in Appendix C. It is not included in the thesis itself to keep

the length in check, and the arguments on how it was constructed are more important.

Also, the requirements list presents only one possibility of how to make the guidelines

more concrete. Its usefulness will be discussed in Chapter 7.

It should be noted that a checklist like this is in no way a magic bullet for web acces-

sibility. Even though fulfiling the WCAG criteria is necessary, the checklist is more a tool

for ensuring that a certain baseline is achieved. The next chapter looks more closely on

how the checklist could be used in real development, as the remaining research questions

are discussed.



Chapter 6

Implementing web accessibility on

Sanako Connect

The chosen guidelines and requirements that were developed based on them will be put

to the test in this chapter, in which the remaining two research questions are discussed.

Web accessibility is something that should be thought of both on an organisational

level and a project level. Even though this thesis has discussed web accessibility from

many angles, here the scope is strictly on one project, Sanako Connect. And even as the

web accessibility of that project will be important to stakeholders like sales and marketing

and actions from this thesis will be relevant to them as well, the focus will be on software

engineering. Finally, as will be discussed, the implementation work is something that

very well could take several months, so another focal point is the development workflow

and early phases of the implementation.

6.1 Development process background

The work done in previous sections enables us to find a way forward toward a more

accessible product. As a reminder, the remaining research questions are about modifying

the development process to ensure web accessibility is thought of and implementing the
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requirements to an existing application. This section will discuss potential changes to the

development process. The changes, along with the previously defined requirements, will

then be tried out in practice with the actual implementation in the following section.

Since the application is constantly changing - new features are added and current ones

are changed, there is a big UI facelift coming soon, and so on - it is important that web

accessibility would be an integral part of the development process. Current practices

do not support or enforce web accessibility, which is why it is important to investigate

changing them.

General

Currently, the development of new components and functionality is completely tied to

Sanako Connect itself. This means that whatever is being developed, a new build of

Sanako Connect is required to be deployed on a test server or run locally on the devel-

oper’s computer. This is not ideal, for many reasons. It is cumbersome to share new

components for commenting and to write automated tests for them. As the workflow

would need to be adjusted in any case to accommodate a new designer, this was deemed

to be a good opportunity to re-think our approach and also to incorporate accessibility

into it.

Requirements were set for this new workflow:

• Components should be able to be developed and viewed in isolation, with no con-

nection to Sanako Connect

• Components should be able to be viewed in different states

• Components should be interactive

This should yield at least the following benefits:
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• Components can be shared for testing and commenting easily

• Different component states can be easily triggered without the need to execute pos-

sibly long user paths on Sanako Connect

• The solution could be used for both 3rd party components and ones developed by

ourselves

It should be noted that nothing above is directly related to accessibility. Rather they

are best practices for development and testing. However, the changes should also make it

easier to focus on accessibility also:

• Handling the components in isolation will make also testing them in isolation easier

- and this testing can also mean accessibility testing

• The components could be tested both automatically and manually

• Triggering different visual states is required to see if accessibility guidelines are

followed, for example, if a button in different states still has enough contrast or if

the keyboard focus is visible

• 3rd party components can be tested as well since their accessibility is our responsibility[93]

As described in Section 4.2.2, Sanako Connect’s front-end is built with React. More

specifically, the application was set up with the Create-React-App (CRA) command-line

interface. CRA takes care of the build process, and there are limits to what you can

configure.

To be even more precise, what is used in Sanako Connect is actually a configuration

layer on top of Create-React-App. Create React App Configuration Override (CRACO)

allows for more customisation than CRA. It was incorporated into the toolchain by ne-

cessity. The build process of the main UI library, Semantic UI React, only worked in
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Node version 10 (the current active version is 12, soon to be 14). Since the back-end and

front-end of Sanako Connect are in the same repository, it locked the whole project into

Node 10. An alternative build process was introduced by the Semantic UI React project

this year, and it required CRACO.

CRA’s own documentation suggested two solutions for developing components in

isolation: Storybook and Styleguidist[94]. The documentation provides Getting started

guides on both. Storybook is described as a “development environment for React UI

components” and Styleguidist as a combination of style guide and usage examples, with

the possibility of developing components in isolation. Both tools are free and can be in-

stalled easily through NPM, so it was decided to try them both at the beginning of the

implementation phase.

Automatic tooling

In tandem with finding a new way to develop components, it was investigated if any

automatic tools could be included in the development process as well. As mentioned in

Section 2.2.1, the build phase can be used for all kinds of tasks, including testing.

As described in the previous section, the front-end portion of Sanako Connect is made

with React and set up with CRA. CRA’s default build process includes a code linter,

ESLint. It automatically checks the code against a pre-defined set of rules. This ruleset is

minimal intentionally but can be extended[95]. For Sanako Connect, default ESLint rules

are used, and a code formatter called Prettier is used for formatting the code. So ESLint

is used for checking syntax, and Prettier on how the code looks.

For possible solutions, React’s own documentation on accessibility proved to be a

good resource. In addition to general guidelines, they provide instructions on accessibility

tooling[96]. According to the documentation, an ESLint plugin called eslint-plugin-jsx-

a11y is already included, with a subset of the rules enabled. The plugin project describes

the plugin to be a “[s]tatic AST checker for accessibility rules on JSX elements”[97].
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AST stands for Abstract Syntax Tree, and in this case, it means that it will go through the

transpiled HTML markup that CRA outputs and checks it for accessibility violations.

React’s documentation also mentions several browser accessibility tools. Out of these,

the tools provided by Deque Systems seemed worthwhile for testing. Their tools include

a browser extension called aXe (short for Accessibility Engine) and a module specifically

for React, react-axe. The difference with these and a static tool like eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y

is that these will test the actual output of the browser instead of the static markup.

Both eslint-plugin-jsx-a11 with a complete ruleset and the react-axe module were de-

cided to be tested during the implementation phase. It is important to keep in mind that

no automatic tool can catch all accessibility violations. Like mentioned before, some

of the criteria are subjective, and can only be checked on by a human. Deque Systems

themselves mention that automatic tooling such as theirs can catch only up to 50% of

violations[93].

Manual testing

As has become evident at this point, automatic tools are not enough for accessibility

testing and ensuring that the application actually works with alternative input modalities

is more important than just mechanically fulfiling the WCAG criteria.

Although different input modalities, like keyboard, are mentioned in the requirements,

it is worthwhile to mention them separately and make them a part of the general devel-

opment workflow. Testing the application and thinking about the design of different UI

states has been very mouse-centric. It is important to think about other ways of interacting

with the application to make it more inclusive.

This is why keyboard navigation and screen reader navigation are going to be tried out

during the implementation phase. Each component and the application as a whole needs

to be able to be navigated with a keyboard. The same goes for screen readers.

The screen readers selected for testing were NVDA on Windows and VoiceOver on
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Safari. According to a survey ran by a non-profit accessibility organisation WebAIM,

the most popular screen readers are NVDA and JAWS, both used by a bit over 40% of

respondents. The third most popular option with 12.6% was VoiceOver, the built-in screen

reader in macOS[98].

JAWS and NVDA are both Windows applications. Historical trends in the survey show

that JAWS is losing popularity, and NVDA is gaining it. JAWS is proprietary software

with monthly and annual licenses, while NVDA is open-source and free. Even though

every speech reader behaves differently, it was simpler to use just NVDA for this test on

Windows. Together with VoiceOver, macOS and Windows are both covered, and the used

screen readers represent a sizable chunk of real-world users. The survey mentions NVDA

with Chrome being used by 18% of respondents (the most popular option was JAWS with

Chrome, 21.4%). Since Chrome is the recommended browser for Sanako Connect, the

test combinations were decided to be NVDA with Chrome on Windows and VoiceOver

with Safari on macOS.

The survey also reveals other relevant data for development. For example, 86.3% of

respondents use a screen reader on a mobile device or tablet, which means that the screen

reader testing should be at some point carried out with mobile devices also.

This section covered the possible changes for the development workflow. The research

question was not yet answered, as testing the changes and new tools will be discussed in

the following section.

6.2 Changes to the development process

As planned, three items were tried during implementation: isolated component develop-

ment, automatic tools, and keyboard and screen reader inclusion. Trying out the develop-

ment tools happened in parallel with the implementation. For the sake of clarity, they are

discussed here mostly separately.
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Storybook versus Styleguidist

The requirements for development tools were discussed in Section 6.1. To recap, the goal

is to find a tool for isolated development with the ability to view components in different

states and to interact with them.

Both Storybook and Styleguidist are open-source tools, with their project management

done in GitHub. At the time of writing, Styleguidist has 9200 “stars”, a GitHub metric

that can be used as a proxy for their popularity. Storybook has over 53 000 stars, making

it one of GitHub’s most popular projects.

Installing Storybook for the project was not straightforward. With CRA, it should

work out-of-the-box, but remember that the project uses CRACO instead of CRA. This is

an example of 3rd party tools clashing with each other - CRACO is used because Semantic

UI React requires it, but using CRACO complicates using Storybook. Luckily a solution

was finally found from writing custom configuration for CRACO.

With Storybook, you write “stories”, which can then be viewed with the Storybook

browser application. Basically, the stories represent components in different states. The

parameters each component is using can be modified in real-time. Storybook also has

several add-ons. For Sanako’s development needs, the accessibility add-on and Figma

add-on proved to be valuable. The accessibility add-on uses the previously mentioned

aXe engine and displays the results in the Storybook interface. In effect, this provides the

same functionality as the react-axe plugin, but only for an isolated component. The results

might be different for a component that in the actual application would be, e.g. rendered

on top of a different colour background, thus changing the contrast between foreground

and background.

The Figma add-on allows embedding documents straight from Figma into Storybook.

This makes it possible to compare the original design and the actual component directly.

Styleguidist works a bit differently. It generates documentation based on comments

in the component source code and separate Markdown files. This means that the code is
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Figure 6.1: A typical Storybook view showing an application menu component. Results

from the accessibility add-on can be seen on the lower right.

written inside Markdown code blocks. In practice, we noticed that the way Styleguidist

works encourages to keep the documentation up to date.

On the surface, both solutions fill the requirements, and using them is easy. Any

changes in the component re-renders the result automatically, making rapid testing possi-

ble. While trying the tools, it became clear that Storybook is aimed more towards devel-

opment and Styleguidist towards documentation. Storybook also has other factors going

for it, like the accessibility and Figma add-ons supporting it. Finally, the story format

of Storybook is just normal JavaScript. Compared to this, the Markdown-based format

felt clumsy and restricting. For these reasons, Storybook quickly became the favoured

solution.
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Figure 6.2: The same application menu component viewed in Styleguidist.

The tools were used with both existing and new components. The difference between

bringing in old components and developing new components highlights the benefits of

isolated development.

The old components were imported with varying degrees of success. Some com-

ponents were so tightly coupled with their parent components that extensive refactoring

would have been needed for bringing them in Storybook.

The new components were developed from scratch in isolation. This helped in think-

ing about the purpose of the component more clearly and to think about the abstraction

it provided over the DOM. Different states, even complicated ones, were much easier to

test than with the old development workflow.

New components were also tested with keyboard and a screen reader. This made it

easy to ensure that they worked as they should and to think about all the different UI

states that were needed for each component. For example, it was quickly understood that

visually separating a hover state (where you move your mouse over a component) and a

focus state (where you use the keyboard’s Tab key to navigate and focus into an element
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one at a time) for a UI component is important and needs to be included into our design

system for each component.

Automatic tools tryout

The automatic tools consisted of eslint-plugin-jsx-a11 with all the rules enabled and the

react-axe module. Eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y ran as part of the command line build process,

and react-axe results were displayed in the browser console.

Eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y was quickly removed from the normal build process. It essen-

tially blocked compiling a new build until all the errors it found would be fixed, and it

would display only one error at a time. Turning the errors into warnings that do not block

the build would have been possible in the configuration, but it would have taken time, and

the warnings would have still flooded the terminal. At this point, it did not make sense to

go after every error.

Figure 6.3: Eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y blocking the build.

React-axe, on the other hand, did not block anything, since it runs in the browser at the

same time as the application. It did found several errors instantly, and it was easy to match

the error to the correct component. The results were overwhelming since react-axe runs

against the whole application. For this reason, react-axe was kept as a development tool,

but it was moved behind a toggle so it would be run only when the developer wishes so.

At this point, it made more sense to focus on particular areas of the application instead of

trying to fix everything at once, and the accessibility add-on in Storybook gives roughly
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the same results.

Figure 6.4: Results of react-axe on the student application. Highlighted is one component

that triggers a react-axe issue.

Keyboard and screen reader navigation

This part of development tool testing was the most simple and also the most revealing.

Keyboard and screen readers were used as part of isolated component development, and

they were also tested with the whole application. As mentioned, the used screen readers

were NVDA on Windows and Chrome, and VoiceOver on macOS and Safari.

Trying to use Sanako Connect with only a keyboard quickly revealed its shortcom-

ings. The student application was impossible to use.

Here are some issues that were discovered and that are related to several accessibility

requirements. They will be discussed more in Section 6.3.2.
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• Header menu items did not work

• Dropdown menus did not work

• Chat tab panel did not work (this could only be tried after opening the chat side

panel with a mouse)

• Exercise menu did not work

• When entering a session as an existing user, there was no way to activate the wel-

come screen’s Continue button, keeping the user stuck here

• When a modal window appeared, keyboard focus was somewhere hidden behind it,

and you could focus on elements outside the modal.

Since screen reader users typically use some other input modality than a mouse, like

a keyboard, the results were not better when a screen reader was included. The user was

as equally stuck. When using the application with a screen reader and a mouse, new

issues were revealed. There were several places where ARIA roles, labels, or correct

semantic HTML elements were missing, so a user who cannot rely on visual aids would

be completely lost.

Using a keyboard and screen reader with isolated component development yielded

good results since any shortcomings of new components could be instantly fixed.

6.3 Modifying an existing application

The previous section went through the changes in the development process and tools. This

section begins with a short description of what will be prioritised during the implementa-

tion.

It should be noted once more that the actual implementation work could take several

months. That is why the focus here is on the last of the research questions - what are
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the challenges and solutions when implementing the requirements to an existing applica-

tion. The initial phases of the implementation will hopefully be comprehensive enough to

answer the question.

6.3.1 Prioritisation

The ultimate goal is to have the whole application be accessible - and WCAG compliant -

but not everything can be fixed instantly. WAI recommends prioritising high-impact and

low-effort repairs. With high-impact repairs, they refer to WCAG Level A issues, issues

which are critical to complete processes, and issues that appear on multiple or frequently-

used web pages. With low-effort repairs, they refer to issues that are cheap or fast to fix

or require less testing[99].

Because the majority of Sanako Connect users are students, it would make sense to

prioritise the part of the application used by students. The student part of the applica-

tion also has less functionality than the teacher application, making it faster to repair and

simpler to try out new approaches. Then again, part of its accessibility depends on the

content made by teachers with the exercise editor. The editor would need to output acces-

sible content (and the teachers would need to know how to make it) to make the student

application accessible.

Eventually, the following prioritisation was decided:

• The automatic tools and keyboard + screen reader navigation will be tested first and

see what could be fixed based on their findings (possible low-effort repairs)

• Primary focus should be on the student application’s basic layout, which should

also give some high-impact and fast results. The expectation is that the fixes done

here can be utilised in the other sub-applications also.
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6.3.2 Implementation

As discussed in the previous section, the student application was prioritised for imple-

mentation. The exercises were largely left out since they are teacher-made content and

will also require changes to the editor on the teacher application.

As Sanako Connect is already in production, there are practical limits and considera-

tions what can be done to it and when. There are bug fixes, new features, and customer

expectations that need to be met. There are hundreds of existing components in the UI,

some 3rd party, some in-house. Adding a completely new element in the mix - web ac-

cessibility - is not without its challenges, as will be discussed next.

Starting point

To set the baseline, a new session with two exercises was created in Sanako Connect.

Even though exercises themselves were not tested, having two exercises allowed testing

the exercise menu. This new session was then tested with automatic tools, a keyboard

and a screen reader, and against the checklist created in Section 5.3. As was already

mentioned in the previous section, the initial results were not good.

The automatic tools - or rather react-axe, since eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y was quickly

removed - were not as big a help as initially assumed, even though they did reveal acces-

sibility issues. They did not catch nearly everything, but they served as a reminder for

simple issues, like the contrast of the text.

But using the application with a keyboard and a screen reader helped to notice and

actually understand the issues. As for the checklist, it was easier to focus on the applica-

tion level requirements at first, and not focus on individual components. In the beginning

stages of the implementation we are more after quick fixes and the low hanging fruit as

recommended by WAI. This is why the focus was more on the most important features

and issues which are critical to complete processes.
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Figure 6.5: The student app before implementation project, with the menu and chat side-

bar open.

Looking at the checklist in Appendix C, many of the application-level items are related

to navigation:

R9: Use ARIA landmarks to mark the application structure

R10: Ensure that content is in a meaningful sequence in the source code (tables, for

example)

R22: Ensure that all content can be navigated to and controlled with a keyboard

R27: Allow the user to skip repeated blocks (header) to reach the main content OR use

semantic section markup

This is why a set of critical user goals were created and then made sure that the goals

could be reached with a keyboard and a screen reader. The goals were as follows:

• The user should be able to select and open an exercise
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• The user should be able to write a chat message to both session and group chat

• The user should be able to retrieve an access token

• The user should be able to send a direct message to the teacher

At first, there was not much the user could do without a mouse. All the menus were

inaccessible, and the user was stuck at the welcome screen. The common factor was that

all the inaccessible components were from the Semantic UI React library. A little research

revealed that the library has many accessibility issues.

As discussed in Section 2.2, building interfaces with React means using modular Re-

act components which abstract the underlying HTML. With some Semantic UI React

components, it also meant that necessary changes to the HTML elements could not be

practically done. As the library is open-source, the source code is available, but changing

it would have meant that either changes to it would be overwritten with the next library

update, or that the library’s GitHub repository would need to be forked for our own use,

which is cumbersome.

In Sanako Connect, the Menu, Dropdown Menu, and Tab components were the ones

causing the biggest issues. It became clear that the components were not developed with

accessibility in mind.

No matter if the component was from Semantic UI React or our own, the issues were

related to missing semantic markup or ARIA landmarks and roles which would make the

application navigable with a keyboard and a screen reader. With some Semantic UI React

components, it was possible to add the relevant markup. With others, like the Dropdown

Menu, it would have required much work to make the component accessible.

Actions taken

The components that could easily be fixed were fixed. In some cases, it required only

adding one new HTML attribute, tabindex, to the element, which made it focusable by
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keyboard. Additional ARIA roles and attributes would make the element usable with a

screen reader so that the reader will allow the user to navigate directly between different

sections of the web app and read aloud semantic information about it.

The worst component with regards to accessibility was Semantic UI React’s Drop-

down Menu, which is used in many places of the application. An application menu on

a web page has detailed attributes and functionality for keyboard navigation it needs to

fulfil, as described by in a tutorial by WAI[100]. Modifying the Dropdown Menu would

have been tricky and taken much time, which is why a new application menu component

was created according to the WAI tutorial. The checklist for Single components and UI

components proved to help make sure every aspect of accessibility is covered.

The menu was one of the new components where Storybook was used for isolated

component development. Its benefits became clear, as it was easy to create several stories

with different content, and then interact with menus in those stories with a keyboard and a

screen reader. Furthermore, the accessibility add-on here was helpful, since all the passes

and fails were about one component only. The functionality could be completed while

the designer worked on the design (and honoured the relevant accessibility requirements),

and finally, the design was incorporated into the component.

Although the functionality needed to be created from scratch and developing the com-

ponent took some time, it was deemed worth it because there were no limitations like with

3rd party components, and the component could be created completely according to our

needs. And once the component was ready, it was easy to replace it gradually everywhere,

not just in the student application.

New 3rd party components

Creating every component by ourselves is something that cannot be practically done

among other development tasks. Apart from the application menu component, a navi-

gation menu component was also created, because its functionality is so specific that no
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suitable readymade solutions were found.

For other common components, accessible 3rd party solutions were looked for. React

has an active user community with hundreds of open-source components. Since Semantic

UI React initially sped up development but ultimately caused issues, possible solutions

were vetted for accessibility.

With that in mind, we settled on a React component library focused on accessibility,

Reakit. The library is described as a lower lever component library for building accessible

high-level UI libraries while strictly following WAI-ARIA 1.1 practices.

Reakit had detailed documentation not only of the components themselves but also

on how accessibility was approached. An added benefit was that the components come

without any styling, which was the desired case for us. Reakit also provided examples of

how to abstract each component.

One example that illustrates both a tricky accessibility issue and the danger of focusing

into one component at a time is Success Criteria 2.4.3, Focus Order:

“If a Web page can be navigated sequentially and the navigation sequences affect

meaning or operation, focusable components receive focus in an order that preserves

meaning and operability.”

What this means that if a user opens a modal window, the keyboard focus should shift

inside the modal window and be available for only interactive components inside it. Once

the modal window is closed, the focus should go back to the element that triggered the

modal, if any.

In the student application, it is possible to open modal windows from the main user

menu. To fulfil Success Criteria 2.4.3, the menu should stay open, the focus should go

inside the new modal, and when it is closed, the focus should return to the menu which

has stayed open.

After the menu components were finished, making the modal windows accessible was

the next step. For this, Reakit’s Modal component was used, because it was deemed
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suitable for our purposes and would save development time. However, it did not work

correctly with the previously made Menu component. In the end, it was faster to do a new

abstraction on top of Reakit’s Menu component, since it was already known that it would

work with the Reakit Modal.

Doing the first Menu component was not a complete waste of time, however, because

it deepened the understanding of what is actually required from an accessible component.

Other challenges

The previous section demonstrated a challenge that is related more to software develop-

ment in general. With regards to accessibility, this implementation phase showed that the

solutions are not always straightforward. Requirement 9 tells to use ARIA landmarks to

mark the application structure. This is related to Success Criteria 1.3.1: Info and Rela-

tionships: “Information, structure, and relationships conveyed through presentation can

be programmatically determined or are available in text”.

With ARIA landmarks one issue was that it was a subjective decision which sections

were marked with them. This crosses over to UX design - what would benefit the user

most.

As the image above shows, giving more context to the user with ARIA landmarks is

probably better.

In the end, a lot was accomplished during the initial implementation period. Trying

to fulfil every requirement at once was not practical. This is why the focus was on those

requirements that made the biggest impact, like ensuring that all content can be navigated

with a keyboard.
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Figure 6.6: Example of ARIA landmarks from two web sites, as illustrated by a Chrome

add-on ‘Landmarks’. On the left is Facebook’s landmarks, on the right is Helsingin

Sanomat.
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Figure 6.7: The student app after implementation project, with the new dropdown menu.

As one can see, visually the app has not changed much. The green colour was changed to

a darker one so that buttons would have the necessary contrast.



Chapter 7

Discussion

Although some of the research questions have been touched upon already, the practical

part of this thesis has given new insight for all the questions. That is why this chapter

discusses all of them and tries to validate their answers.

7.1 What accessibility guidelines a globally sold educa-

tional software like Sanako Connect should follow?

As discussed in Section 5.1, the legal requirements are straightforward. WCAG Level

AA compliance is required in the United States (through Section 508 and ADA) and

the European Union. Sanako Connect being an educational software only gives minimal

leeway with few of the criteria.

WCAG can be considered to be the de facto accessibility standard. It is important

to keep in mind that different countries can still have different requirements, and in the

case of the United States, there is accessibility legislation at the state level. Those were

outside the scope of this work. Also largely absent were the voluntary WCAG Level

AAA Criteria and ATAG, although aiming to fulfil at least some of their criteria would be

beneficial for accessibility.
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It is also important to remember the point that has been repeated time and time again

throughout this work: web accessibility should not be just about checking items off the

list. Instead, the focus should be real users and their needs. The legal requirements do set

the required baseline, but the real question should always be how web accessibility could

be included and improved.

A related example was discussed in Section 3.5.1. The RTC Accessibility User Re-

quirements are still only in a draft stage. This does not mean that the accessibility of

real-time audio and video streaming should not be thought of. It just means that there are

no official guidelines for that yet.

The general viewpoint that will be discussed with each of the research questions is

that there is little reason not to include web accessibility as an integral part of practically

every new web application or web site project. Thinking about it afterwards is always the

hard road, and the benefits go beyond just fulfiling the possible legal needs.

The approach to web accessibility here has been centred on legal requirements and

WCAG. It would be interesting to see research that approaches web accessibility from

another angle - maybe from the viewpoint of inclusive design or user experience, setting

the legal basis aside. This is because web accessibility is also very much a matter of

design and UX, even though the implementation level challenges are more in the domain

of software engineering.

7.2 How can the accessibility guidelines be transformed

into more concrete requirements?

Section 5.3 showed one possible way to turn the WCAG criteria into development require-

ments. The requirements were focused on HTML and based on WCAG’s own suggestions

where possible. Although the requirements were geared towards one software product,

there is not much that is specific to Sanako Connect.
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Chapter 3 discussed the challenges related to the guidelines. Their technology-neutral

and hard-to-understand nature means that they need more concreteness to be useful in

every-day development work.

While going through the application and developing new components against the re-

quirements, it was noticed that depending on the requirement, one still needed to be fa-

miliar with the criteria behind it. This happened even with simple requirements, like the

minimum text contrast. This is because there are always edge cases and complex use

cases, where the reasoning behind the criteria needs to be understood. Furthermore, all

that cannot be conveyed in the requirements, and they need not to, since WCAG has plenty

of material.

This means that certain expertise of HTML and its related areas like WAI-ARIA is

very much relevant, even with all the abstractions and frameworks created on top of

HTML. One could say that the abstractions and frameworks can also cause issues, as

was discussed in Chapter 2. This ties in with the “expertise matters” discussion from Sec-

tion 3.6.2. Although the studies there were concerned about the difficulty of evaluation,

it fits in the other end of the development pipeline also.

In fact, to allow for a personal anecdote, much of the requirements about valid HTML,

semantic elements, etc., can already be found in web design books from the 1990s, when

the writer of this thesis started with web development. This enforces the point made in

the previous section of including web accessibility into every new project. Much of web

accessibility is just about good web development practices. The benefits of following

good development guidelines would not be limited to web accessibility.

Although Sanako Connect is a web app, and there are no native iOS or Android apps,

this work largely left out mobile devices and touch screens. Although the WCAG criteria

and the requirements do take small screens into account, mobile still needs special atten-

tion, especially in a complex application like Sanako Connect. That is something that

maybe falls more under implementation and design than the requirements themselves.
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As the WCAG criteria were developed before the birth of web applications, they are

more focused on web sites than web apps. Further research could be found on comparing

the relevance of the requirements on web sites and web apps. For example, Criteria 2.4.5,

Multiple Ways, which states that there should be more than one way to reach a web page

within a wet of pages is something that is much more beneficial for web sites.

The importance of each criterion was discussed in Section 5.2. Further research could

point out if the criteria could be weighted in some way. Although WCAG compliance

requires fulfiling all of the criteria, limited development resources would benefit from

focusing on the most beneficial criteria first. The research by Shirogani suggests that

end-users’ characteristics could be used to prioritise accessibility requirements. Although

there is some truth in that, and they speak of specialised software (versus general use

software), it can also be quite risky to make any assumptions about the potential users of

the software. Furthermore, it assumes that there is no benefit in fulfiling the criteria for

other than users with specific disabilities, which is not the case, as discussed in Section

3.2.2.

7.3 How to modify the development process so that ac-

cessibility will be thought of in future development

and revisions of the software?

The practical part of this thesis started with focus on improving the development process.

Section 6.1 described what was looked for in the new development process. Section 6.2

tested the new process and tooling.

The results tell that there are many suitable tools available for a development pro-

cess that supports web accessibility. The automatic accessibility tools that were tried out

during the testing did not give great results, as was expected based on studies discussed
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in Section 3.6. But manual testing with a keyboard and a screen reader proved to be

essential.

Not only were the development changes beneficial for web accessibility, but they also

had other benefits. Isolated component development made it easier to developt and test the

components. It also forced to think about the composition and responsibility of individual

components, enforcing good software development practices.

Automated and end-to-end testing frameworks like Cypress and Microsoft’s Play-

wright were outside the scope of this work. Since those kinds of frameworks can be used

to control actual browser instances and thus the real rendering output, it is probable that

custom accessibility testing solutions could be built on top of them. For example, key-

board navigation could be tested automatically and made sure that all user actions are

possible with only a keyboard.

Not only is this a possible next step with Sanako Connect’s development, but a valid

future research question is also what could be achieved with this kind of automated ac-

cessibility testing. The difference to the automated tools discussed in this thesis is that the

tests and user flows would be created for a specific project, and the tool itself would not

provide them. This would allow for precise tests and evaluation.

7.4 What are the challenges and solutions when imple-

menting the requirements to an existing application?

The previous research questions all led to this one. To implement web accessibility, you

have to know what are the requirements. To know the requirements, you need to know

what guidelines to follow. The second practical part of this thesis was about implement-

ing the requirements to an existing application, Sanako Connect. That was described in

Section 6.3.

One important part of the implementation was deciding on the prioritisation. It takes
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time to implement all the requirements, and you have to start somewhere. Luckily with

Sanako Connect, it was possible to find a clearly defined part of the application where to

focus on first. After that, the implementation depended more on the current application

- what requirements are not met, what is the current implementation and so on. Since

there were over 50 requirements, and the work is still in progress, this thesis can not cover

everything.

In many ways, we were in an ideal position to start the web accessibility implemen-

tation project. There was the necessity from legislation and pressure from clients, which

meant that management buy-in was easy. As was discussed in Section 3.6, many of the

challenges are not related to actual software engineering work.

In the same section, it is stated that creating an accessible product is not difficult, and

for the most part, the experiences from the implementation phase validate that statement.

There are some criteria which are subjective or hard to understand, and using WAI-ARIA

can be tricky, as discussed in Section 3.5.3. As was discussed in the previous section,

gaining expertise in HTML and related areas is really the solution for overcoming those

kinds of issues. This means that the act of researching thesis has been part of the solution.

For the most part, the challenges came from previously made decisions. Most issues

were related to 3rd party components. The new development process described in Section

6.2 discovered a failure to adhere to good software development practices in component

development.

Although the particular challenges discovered were specific to Sanako Connect, the

reasons behind them are universal. Using 3rd party components is common, and not vet-

ting the components properly can lead to problems later. Not just with web accessibility,

but for example, with security. And poor development practices will come back to haunt

you, even if initially they would speed up development.

If web accessibility for one reason or another becomes a necessity, implementation on

an existing application is by no means impossible. However, it will still take up valuable
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development time.

Luckily it is possible to improve the situation quite quickly, as was shown in Section

6.3, where requirements related to keyboard navigation were dealt with. Nevertheless,

fulfiling every single requirement is another issue altogether. Since front-end development

is quite modular these days, it is possible to do the changes piece by piece with some

planning.

Taking web accessibility into account could have big implications for development

work and processes. But the impact is not limited to development. At the very least, it

affects designers and UX research.

For these reasons, web accessibility should be considered an integral part of every

new web project. The arguments for not doing so should be heavy. As was mentioned in

Section 3.6, retrofitting costs more and takes more time than planning web accessibility

from the start. The implementation project that was started for Sanako Connect is a

prime example of that. Even the possible development speed gains could be negated

later if circumstances change. The key takeaway to remember is that thinking about web

accessibility will benefit all the users.

A more specific recommendation concerns 3rd party components. Their use is easy

and common, but they should be vetted carefully before starting to use them on any

project. This concerns not only web accessibility but, e.g. the security of the 3rd party

components as well. When a small front-end component could have hundreds of de-

pendencies, and there could be tens of these components on any project, the amount of

external code imported into the project is huge.

One very concrete outcome is that the decision was made during implementation to

move away from Semantic UI React components gradually. Accessibility alone was not

the deciding factor. The Semantic UI React project is very much alive, but its parent

project, Semantic UI, is in practice abandoned. It is a popular project with over 40 000

stars on GitHub. But it has only one maintainer, who last released an update in October
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2018, which at the time of writing was almost two years ago. And as discussed, using

Semantic UI React has locked us into using CRACO also.

The change does not happen overnight, especially since the Semantic UI React com-

ponents are used all over the application. In hindsight, it would have made sense to create

abstractions over Semantic UI React components and use them instead. Then, the inter-

nal implementations of those components could be changed freely. If the library had been

initially vetted for accessibility, its issues would have become clear instantly, and it would

not have been taken into use in the first place.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

By going through the history of web development and web accessibility and by modi-

fying the product and its development process, this thesis found answers to the research

questions.

Legislative demands are clear on the necessity of using Web Content Accessibility

Guidelines 2.1 Level AA as the foundation for web accessibility, even though following

other guidelines like Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines should be considered to

improve the usability of the product. Transforming the guidelines into more precise re-

quirements for the web is possible, although familiarity with the criteria from the original

guidelines is still needed, as is expertise on HTML.

The practical part of this thesis modified the development process, showing the ben-

efits of isolated component development and inclusion of keyboard and screen reader.

The implementation project discovered issues with 3rd party components and previous

development practices, which hopefully will be amended with the new development pro-

cess. Vetting of 3rd party components for accessibility, among other things, is strongly

suggested.

Finally, retrofitting web accessibility to an existing application always takes up time

and resources, even in ideal circumstances. Web accessibility has many benefits beyond

making the application usable to diverse users and planning for it in advance is the easier
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option. There hardly are valid arguments against it.

The work done for this thesis has already had an impact on the development and the

actual product. Although the circumstances are different for each existing application, the

findings can still be generalized, and they back up the sources discussed in this work.

The topic of this thesis was vast. It offers a multitude of possibilities for further

research on more focused topics, like those mentioned in the previous chapter.

I hope that after reading this work, the very least you do is try out surfing the web for a

few moments without a mouse (if you are not doing so already). The results may surprise

you.
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Appendix A

Sanako Connect and WCAG 2.1 Level

AA

Criteria

1.1.1 Provide text equivalents (A) FAIL

- All images in the product have alt text (pass)

- Alt text can be added to images in the exercise editor

(pass)

- Alt text cannot be added to uploaded images directly

- Not all UI controls have text equivalents

- Editor does not support adding external caption files to

audio/video

- Audio/video player does not support displaying captions

- Audio/video player does not support multiple tracks for

audio description

- Adding a text alternative for audio/video is not possible in

the editor, although nothing prevents adding the alternative

separately as a text block
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Table A.1 continued from previous page

Criteria

1.2.1 Provide alternatives for pre-recorded

audio-only and video-only content (A)

FAIL Adding a text alternative for audio/video is not possible in the

editor, although nothing prevents adding the alternative separately

as a text block

1.2.2 Provide captions for web-based video

(A)

FAIL

- Editor does not support adding external caption files to

audio/video

- Audio/video player does not support captions

1.2.3 Provide text transcript or audio descrip-

tion for web-based video (A)

FAIL - Adding a text alternative for audio/video is not possible in the

editor, although nothing prevents adding the alternative separately

as a text block

1.2.4 Provide captions for live audio (AA) PASS Not applicable to Sanako Connect, video calls are excluded

1.2.5 Provide audio descriptions for prere-

corded video (AA)

FAIL - Audio/video player does not support multiple tracks for audio

description

1.3.1 Info and relationships (A) FAIL

- ARIA landmarks are not used to mark the app structure

and regions

- Labels are missing on some input elements, like in the

exercise editor

1.3.2 Meaningful content sequence (A) PASS - The content is in logical order in the source code

1.3.3 Sensory characteristics (A) PASS - Instructions do not rely only on sensory cues

1.3.4 Orientation (AA) FAIL - Fails on small devices on both landscape and portrait

1.3.5 Identify Input Purpose (AA) FAIL - autocomplete fields are not used in inputs

1.4.1 Use of color (A) PASS - Color is not used as the only way to distinguish elements

1.4.2 Audio controls (A) x FAIL - Audio player does not have separate volume control

1.4.3 Minimum contrast (AA) PASS - Text content has a contrast of 3:1 or bigger

1.4.4 Resize text (AA) FAIL - Browser zoom can be used, but some components do not scale

properly
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Table A.1 continued from previous page

Criteria

1.4.5 Images of text (AA) PASS - Images of text are not used, expect where allowed, like in logo-

types

1.4.10 Reflow (AA) FAIL - App fails way before 320x256 and content is either hidden or

behind scroll bars

1.4.11 Non-Text Contrast(AA) FAIL - Some UI components do not have the necessary contrast ratio

1.4.12 Text Spacing (AA) FAIL - Text will be hidden on some components when overriding app

styles

1.4.13 Content on Hover or Focus (AA) FAIL - Use of tooltips is not consistent and does not satisfy the criteria

2.1.1 Keyboard (A) FAIL - Main menu items cannot be navigated with keyboard- Drop-

down menus cannot be navigated with keyboard

2.1.2 No keyboard trap (A) x FAIL - Some modal dialogs will trap the focus

2.1.4 Character Key Shortcuts (A) PASS - There is only one keyboard shortcut, which is active only on

focus

2.2.1 Timing is adjustable (A) PASS - App does not have timing, plus test situations are excluded

2.2.2 Pausing, stopping, hiding (A) x FAIL - Loader animations can last longer than 5 seconds and cannot be

paused

2.3.1 Three flashes, or below threshold (A) x PASS - There is no flashing content

2.4.1 Bypass blocks (A) FAIL - Repeated blocks cannot be bypassed with links or semantic

structure markup

2.4.2 Include page title (A) PASS - Page title is included

2.4.3 Logical focus order (A) FAIL

- Modal dialogs do not prevent focusing on elements hid-

den by the dialog

- Modal dialogs do not restore focus to trigger element

when closed

2.4.4 Link purpose (in context) (A) PASS - Link texts are descriptive

2.4.5 Multiple navigation mechanisms (AA) FAIL - No alternative method of navigation
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Table A.1 continued from previous page

Criteria

2.4.6 Headings and labels (AA) PASS - Headings and labels are descriptive

2.4.7 Visible focus for focusable elements

(AA)

FAIL - Focus is not visible on all components

2.5.1 Pointer Gestures (A) PASS - Sliders can be used with keyboard / single-point gesture

2.5.2 Pointer Cancellation (A) FAIL

- Down events are used in some components when tracking

keypresses or clicks

- Drag and drop events cannot be cancelled

2.5.3 Label in Name (A) FAIL - Use of labels and names is not consisted

2.5.4 Motion Actuation (A) PASS - device or user motion functionality is not used

3.1.1 Language of Page (A) PASS - Language of the page is marked with lang attribute

3.1.2 Language of Parts (AA) FAIL

- Connect itself does not use other languages except the

default one

- The exercise editor does not support a way to mark other

languages correctly

3.2.1 On Focus (A) PASS - Focusing on any element does not trigger a change of context

3.2.2 On Input (A) PASS - Changing settings does not trigger a change of context anywhere

3.2.3 Consistent Navigation (AA) PASS - Navigation is consistent inside the app

3.2.4 Consistent Identification (AA) PASS - Functionality or label/name/icon of UI elements is not consis-

tent

3.3.1 Error Identification (A) FAIL - Errored inputs are not identified clearly consistently, and error

descriptions can be vague

3.3.2 Labels or Instructions (A) FAIL - Not all UI components have labels or instructions

3.3.3 Error Suggestion (AA) FAIL - Correct/valid choices are not suggested on errors consistently

3.3.4 Error Prevention (Legal, Financial,

Data) (AA)

PASS

- There is a confirmation when student submits their an-

swers

- There is no user data that can be modified / deleted
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Table A.1 continued from previous page

Criteria

4.1.1 Parsing (A) PASS - HTML is valid (according to React’s error linter)

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value (A) FAIL

- Use of names and roles is not consistent on all UI Com-

ponents

- Settings values programmatically is not possible every-

where

4.1.3 Status Messages (AA) FAIL

- Use of status messages is not consistent - some gain fo-

cus, some do not

- Status messages cannot be identified programmatically

PASS 21

FAIL 29



Appendix B

Requirements based on WCAG 2.1

Related criteria ID Description

1.1.1, 1.2.1,1.2.3 R1 Video players should support text alternatives

1.1.1, 1.2.1 R2 Audio players should support text alternatives

1.1.1 R3 All images should have alt text (decorative images an

empty one)

1.2.2 R4 Audio players should support captions

1.2.5 R5 Video players should support multiple audio tracks

1.3.1 R6 Use semantic HTML elements whenever possible, like

headers and labels

1.3.1 R7 Use ARIA regions wherever suitable

1.3.1 R8 Use ARIA landmarks in the application structure

1.3.2 R9 Ensure that content is in a meaningful sequence in the

source code (tables, for example)

1.3.3 R10 Ensure that instructions do not rely solely on sensory cues

(location, color)

1.3.4 R11 Ensure that content works on landscape and portrait orien-

tation



APPENDIX B. REQUIREMENTS BASED ON WCAG 2.1 B-2

Table B.1 continued from previous page

Related criteria ID Description

1.3.5 R12 Use autofill / autocomplete fields on input fields where pos-

sible (refer to WAI’s list of 57 autocomplete fields)

1.4.1 R13 Do not rely solely on color when providing information

1.4.2 R14 Audio/video player should have volume control

1.4.3 R15 Ensure that text or images of text have a contrast ratio of at

least 4.5:1 (decorations etc excluded)

1.4.4 R16 Ensure that text can be scaled up to 200%

1.4.10 R17 Ensure that single components and larger compositions are

displayed without scrolling down to width320xheight256

1.4.11 R18 Ensure that UI controls and states, and graphics, have a

contrast of at least 3:1

1.4.12 R19 Ensure that content is visible with the following settings:

Line height 1.5 * font size, spacing after paragraph 2* font

size, letter spacing 0.12 * font size, word spacing * 0.16 *

font size

1.4.13 R20 Ensure that content that appers with focus or hover can be

dismissed easily and is persistent (tooltips, submenus etc)

2.1.1 R21 Ensure that all content can be navigated to and controlled

with a keyboard

2.1.2 R22 No keyboard trap - ensure that focus traps can be moved

away from (modal windows)

2.1.4 R23 Keyboard shortcuts should be able to be turned off,

remapped, or are active only on focus

2.2.2. R24 Moving, blinking, flashing content should be able to be

paused, stopped, hidden (upload loader icon!)
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Table B.1 continued from previous page

Related criteria ID Description

2.3.1 R25 Ensure that there is no content that flashes more that three

times a second

2.4.1 R26 Allow the user to skip repeated blocks (header) to reach

main content, OR use semantic section markup

2.4.2 R27 Ensure that the web application has a page title

2.4.3 R28 Ensure that focus order remains sequential (modal window

closing restores focus)

2.4.4 R29 Ensure that purpose of all links can be deciphered from the

link text itself

2.4.5 R30 Ensure that all pages of the application can be reached in

multiple ways (sitemap, for example)

2.4.6 R31 Ensure that all existing headings and labels are descriptive

2.4.7 R32 Ensure that keyboard focus is visible on all components

2.5.1 R33 Multipoint or path gestures can be performed with single

point gestures

2.5.2. R34 Ensure that drag and drop actions can be cancelled

2.5.2 R35 Ensure that all keyboard and mouse events are triggered on

the up event (not down)

2.5.3 R36 Ensure that text in labels matched the programmatic name

3.1.1 R37 Ensure that there is a correct lang attribute on the html ele-

ment

3.1.2 R38 Ensure that content in other languages is marked correctly

3.1.2 R39 Add editor options to mark the language of text, parts of

text, textareas for the student

3.2.1 R40 Ensure that no component that receives focus will change

the context (new window, dialog, etc)
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Table B.1 continued from previous page

Related criteria ID Description

3.2.2 R41 Ensure that changing any setting does not change the con-

text

3.2.3 R42 Ensure that navigation is consistent on all pages

3.2.4 R43 Ensure that components with the same functionality also

have the same label/accessible name/text alternative

3.3.1 R44 Display detailed explanation and identify the input item in

question (also programmatically) when there is an input

error

3.3.2 R45 Provide labels or instructions for every input

3.3.3 R46 On input errors, suggest correct/possible input choices if

possible

3.3.4 R47 Modifying/deleting user data or submitting test responses

should be reversible or confirmed

4.1.1 R48 Ensure that HTML is valid / according to spec (opening/-

closing tags on every element, proper nesting, no duplicate

ids)

4.1.2 R49 Name/role of UI components can be programmatically de-

termined, and state/property/value programmatically set

4.1.3 R50 Ensure that status messages can be programmatically de-

termined



Appendix C

Categorized checklist of requirements

Note that the numbering of the requirements is not sequential there, since it is the catego-

rized list and not the original from Appendix B.

Application

Some of the requirements are such that they make sense only when looking at the ap-

plication as a whole. This category is meant for requirements that either need to be im-

plemented only once for the application, and for requirements that refer to functionality

exceeding singular web components. Because of this there is some overlap with the Sin-

gle Components category.

R9 - Use ARIA landmarks to mark the application structure

R10 - Ensure that content is in a meaningful sequence in the source code (tables, for

example)

R12 - Ensure that content works on landscape and portrait orientation

R17 - Ensure that text in every component / element can be scaled up to 200

R22 - Ensure that all content can be navigated to and controlled with a keyboard

R27 - Allow the user to skip repeated blocks (header) to reach main content, OR use

semantic section markup
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R28 - Ensure that the web application has a page title

R31 - Ensure that all pages of the application can be reached in multiple ways (sitemap,

for example)

R49 - Ensure that HTML is valid / according to spec (opening/closing tags on every

element, proper nesting, no duplicate ids)

Single Components

As described in Section 2.2, modern web development allows for modularity . Applica-

tion interfaces are be composed of components, which in turn can be composed of other

components. This allows for development on the component level.

7 Use semantic HTML elements: headers, labels

8 Use ARIA regions

10 Ensure that content is in a meaningful sequence in the source code (tables, for

example)

12 Ensure that content works on landscape and portrait orientation

14 Do not rely solely on color when providing information

16 Ensure that text or images of text have a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1 (decorations

etc excluded)

17 Ensure that text in every component / element can be scaled up to 200

18 Ensure that single components and larger compositions are displayed without scrolling

on 320x256 viewport size

20 Ensure that content is visible with the following settings: Line height (line spacing)

to at least 1.5 times the font size; Spacing following paragraphs to at least 2 times the font

size; Letter spacing (tracking) to at least 0.12 times the font size; Word spacing to at least

0.16 times the font size.
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21 Ensure that content that appers with focus or hover can be dismissed easily and is

persistent (tooltips, submenus etc)

22 Ensure that all content can be navigated to and controlled with a keyboard

23 No keyboard trap - ensure that focus traps can be moved away from (modal win-

dows)

24 Keyboard shortcuts should be able to be turned off, remapped, or are active only

on focus

25 Moving, blinking, flashing content should be able to be paused, stopped, hidden

26 Ensure that there is no content that flashes more that three times a second

29 Ensure that focus order remains sequential (modal window closing restores focus)

33 Ensure that keyboard focus is visible on all components

39 Ensure that content in other languages is marked correctly

41 Ensure that no component that receives focus will change the context (new window,

dialog, etc)

49 Ensure that HTML is valid / according to spec (opening/closing tags on every

element, proper nesting, no duplicate ids)

51 Ensure that status messages can be programmatically determined

UI Components

In this categorization, UI Component can be understood to be a subcategory of a Compo-

nent. All the requirements of a Component apply here too, but because they are interac-

tive, UI Components have more requirements.

13 Use autofill / autocomplete fields on input fields where possible (refer to WAI’s list

of 57 autocomplete fields)

19 Ensure that UI controls and states, and graphics, have a contrast of at least 3:1

35 Ensure that drag and drop actions can be cancelled
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36 Ensure that all keyboard and mouse events are triggered on the up event (not down)

37 Ensure that text in labels matched the programmatic name

42 Ensure that changing any setting does not change the context

44 Ensure that components with the same functionality also have the same label/ac-

cessible name/text alternative

45 Display detailed explanation and identify the input item in question (also program-

matically) when there is an input error

46 Provide labels or instructions for every input

47 On input errors, suggest correct/possible input choices if possible

48 Modifying/deleting user data or submitting test responses should be reversible or

confirmed

49 Ensure that HTML is valid / according to spec (opening/closing tags on every

element, proper nesting, no duplicate ids)

50 Name/role of UI components can be programmatically determined, and state/prop-

erty/value programmatically set

51 Ensure that status messages can be programmatically determined

Audio/video Components

This category can be thought of to be a subcategory of UI Component. Any audio or

video component needs to be interacted with.

1 Text alternatives for all video content should be supported

2 Ttext alternatives for all audio content should be supported

5 Audio players should support displaying captions from multiple alternatives

6 Video content should support multiple audio tracks the user can choose from

15 Every audio/video player should have volume control independent from system

overall volume
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Content

This category contains all requirements related to content.

11 Ensure that instructions do not rely solely on sensory cues (location, color)

30 Ensure that purpose of all links can be deciphered from the link text itself

32 Ensure that all headings and labels are descriptive


